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ABSTRACT
Recent examination of the extant akroteria bases of the Temple of Athena
Nike (Acropolis 2635,2638,4291, and 15958a-p) and of the relevant inscriptions (IG I3 482, IG 112 1425, et al.) has revealed new evidence from which
several conclusions can be made regarding the crowning sculpture of this
important building. In addition to suggesting the technique by which the
akroteria of the Nike temple were gilded, the new evidence demonstrates the
size of the akroteria and allows the dominant interpretation of the central
akroterion as a Bellerophon/Chimaira group to be rejected. Based on evidence gained from the akroteria bases, three hypothetical restorations of the
central roof sculpture are proposed: a tripod, a trophy flanked by Nikai, and a
composition based on the other well-known, gilded akroterion of the late 5th
century B.C., the Nike erected by Paionios of Mende over the Spartan shield
on the east facade of the Temple of Zeus at Olympia.

The Temple of Athena Nike (Fig. 1) was completed at some time in the
late 420s B.C., an exquisite jewel in the crowning reconstruction of the
Athenian Acropolis initiated by Perikles and his circle in the middle of
the 5th century.' While the dates and phases of construction within the
sanctuary of Athena Nike remain controversial, it is almost certain that
her cult was fully active by 424/3: a decree confirming the salary of the
priestess of Athena Nike (IG I3 36) was passed in this year, and the remaining epigraphical and physical evidence strongly suggests that the final phase of the temple's construction was begun at this time.2 In its fin1. Earlyversionsof this paperwere
presentedat the American School of
ClassicalStudies,Athens, in February
1999; at the Annual Meeting of the
ArchaeologicalInstitute of America in
San Diego in January2001; and at the
Institute of ClassicalStudies, London,
in January2001. For acknowledgments,
see pp. 41-42.
2. Completion in the mid to late
420s: Furtwangler1895, pp. 443-444;
Dinsmoor 1939, pp. 124-125; 1950,

pp. 185-186; Shear 1963, p. 388;
Boersma 1970, pp. 75, 84-86; Miles
1980, p. 323; Wesenberg 1981, pp. 4751; Mark 1993, p. 86; Giraud 1994,
p. 48; Wesenberg 1998, p. 239; Hurwit
1999, p. 211. The comprehensivetreatment of all epigraphicaland archaeological data is Giraud 1994. Some
physicalevidence,all epigraphical
testimony,and most secondary
literatureis collected and reinterpreted
by Mark (1993). For measured

objectionsto Mark'schronologysee
Giraud 1994, pp. 43-48; Wesenberg
1998; Hellman 1999, p. 26; and now,
most vividly,Shear 1999, pp. 121-125.
Hurwit's (1999, p. 211) opinion that
the Nike temple is generallyPeriklean
in form is in my opinion correcteven
if IG I3 35 (the Nike Temple Decree)
is dated to the mid-420s, as arguedby
Mattingly (1982; 1996, pp. 461-471,
522).
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ished state, the Nike temple's sculpturalprogramoccupied one of the most
prominent architecturalpositions on the Acropolis. Because of its location, atop the Mycenaean bastion which overlooked the West Slope's great
ramp, the Nike temple's parapet,friezes, pediments, and akroteriawere in
an ideal position both to capture the attention of all who entered Athena's
great sanctuaryand to projecta definite, readablemessage towardthe population of the surrounding city.3This article will examine the physical and
epigraphicalevidence as it pertainsto the finished appearanceof the crowning elements of this decorative program-the Nike temple's akroteriawith the goal that this examination might lead to a better understanding
of the sculpturalprogram as a whole.

THE GILDING OF THE SCULPTURE
Several entries from the treasury lists of the Hekatompedon that record
gilding from the Nike temple's akroteriaprovide a good starting-point for
analysis.4A piece of gold plate from the temple's akroteriaenters the treasury records as early as 382/1 (IG 1121412, lines 27-28) and is recorded

3. Sculpturalprogram:Simon 1985;
Stewart 1985; Ridgway 1999, p. 91;
and Rolley 1999, pp. 109-115. Parapet:
Jameson 1994; Simon 1997; Holscher
1997; Brouskari1999 with bibliography; andThone 1999, pp. 64-73.
Frieze:Felten 1984, pp. 118-131, and
Harrison 1997, both with bibliography.
Pediments:Despinis 1974; Brouskari
1989; and Ehrhardt1989.
4. Gilding of the Nike temple's
akroteria:Thompson 1940, pp. 187194, esp. p. 199;Thompson 1944,
p. 181, note 31; Boulter 1969, esp.
pp. 133-134; Harris 1995, V. 29, 7677; and now Hamilton 2000, AA 85
and AB 49. The treasuryrecordswhich
definitely recordgold from the Nike
temple akroteriaare:IG 112 1412, lines
27-28; 1415, line 8; 1421, lines 59-61;
1424a, lines 106-107; 1425, lines 101102; and 1428, lines 125-126.
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until 350/49 (IG JJ2 1436, lines 66-67), after which the entry is lost.5The
most complete reference is found in IG 1121425, lines 101-102, xpcovmov
F
GTa0OV:-v
- I 1.This
N-xr%,
?CTYqxT%oV X70 T&OV%Xpbo)YpLboVIT0 VSG T
precise description leaves little doubt about the provenience of the gold
recorded, and the original positioning of this gold on the Nike temple's
crowning sculpture has never been subject to question.6 Such certainty
does not applyin the case of the two other entries from the Hekatompedon
treasurylists (IG 112 1425, lines 103-104, 105-106) that have consistently
been connected with the Nike temple's crowning sculpture. These two

entriesdescribe,respectively,xpevmov?S7C6-qXT0V Ou0c T)g
T&g
1CL VSc)L,

coOiOV

HFF III I and

1TSOV

XPVtOV

a

I80g

I1

S7CLV%XTOV GC70 TGOV

I aCxpb)TYpLC)V, cIoTGOov:-: AFI.
While the entries do not state specifically that the recorded gold comes from the Nike temple, the consistent
position of the listings in the inventories suggests that the gold is from

that source.When

'TSP0V XPl)FOV

S7CLT%XT0VTX07COV OXpbO)TYpL)v

first

enters the inventory (IG 112 1415, line 8, 375/4 B.C.) it is recorded on the
same line as the gold from the Nike temple's akroteriaand follows immeis implied.7
diately upon it, raising the possibility that TO vs& Tyg
N-xrk
Although the proximity of the entries within the records does not necessarily attest the proximity of the named items on the building, it is worth
noting that the treasurersof Asklepios and Artemis Brauronia almost always recordedtheir inventories in a manner that reflectedthe time at which
the objects were dedicated and the place from which they were dedicated,
a practice that Richard Hamilton has recently documented in the treasury
lists of Delos also.8It is not unreasonable to suggest that these otherwise
nondescript pieces of gold would have been placed near each other in the
lists and in the treasury,if only to facilitate the precise recording of the
5. It is uncertainwhether IG 112
1435 and 1436, inscriptionssometimes
associatedwith the Nike temple'sakroteria (Thompson 1940, pp. 187-194,
esp. p. 199;Thompson 1944, p. 181,
note 31; Boulter 1969, esp. pp. 133134), pertainto the building'sroof
sculpture.After IG 112 1428, lines 125126 (367/6 B.C.), the orderof the lists
was changed (see note 7 below).The
new total listed for "gold"in IG 112 1435
seems to be one talent, one hundred
drachmas,far more than the three
drachmasand five obols found on ICG12
1425. No referenceto the Nike temple
is preservedon these two inventories.
6. It is remotelypossible that IG 112
1425, lines 101-102, refersto gold
taken from gilded ships'akroteriaand
possiblystoredin the Nike temple's
cella,perhapslike those seen by
Pausanias(10.11.5) in the Stoa of the
Athenians at Delphi. However,if they
were ships'akroteria,the occasionfor
their capturemight be expectedto be
mentioned (see Harris 1995, IV. 1, 5,
10; V. 2, 18, 21), and the lack of any

such modifying clause,as well as the
consistentwording of the lists, argues
againstthe hypothesis.Athena Nike
did have her own treasure(IG F3373,
376, 377, 379), but there is no evidence
that ships'akroteriawere ever included
among it. It is also possible that a gilt
attachmentmight be the subjectof
lines 101-102, but that only its fabric
was mentioned in the inventory.This is
unlikely,as gold attachments,when
they areincluded in the treasurylists
(wreaths,leaves from wreaths,etc.), are
specificallylisted as such (see Harris
1995, V. 94-96). Obviously,the use of
the genitive pluraldemonstratesthat
more than one of the Nike temple's
akroteriawas gilded, a point confirmed
by the physicalevidence;see below,
pp. 15-18.
7. The next inscriptionin which a
referenceto the temple akroteriais
found, ICG12 1421 (374/3), does not
preservethis referenceto E-repov
xpoa(ov &iWrIxtov,but it appearsagain in
IGC 12 1423, although separatedfrom
the Nike temple referenceby four lines

recordingx(puoaov
?iWrnX10ov&i0 t1
&aiso

-rg

7 TpLO 1CL

Vet'L.

This orga-

nization of the lists is preservedup to
12 1428), afterwhich E-rCepov
367/6 (ICG
X7ovPDOL ?7C)1XTOV

cX70O TLoV (Xx9&)-

-Mp(ovdirectlyfollows the referenceto
the Nike temple akroteriaup to 350/49,
afterwhich the referenceis lost.
In 367/6, the shield'sgold is mentioned before the complete referenceto
the akroteria.This, in itself, need not
excludethe possibilitythat the shield's
gold came from the Nike temple.
Indeed, it is possible that the masons
preservedor abridgedthe original
wording of previousdecrees,slightly
shifting the orderof the items listed.
8. The treasuresof Asklepios:
Aleshire 1989, p. 103. The treasuresof
Artemis Brauronia:Linders 1972,
pp. 68-70. Lindersshowed that the
items sacredto Artemis Brauroniathat
were kept in Athens were recordedon
stelai in an orderdictatedby their
physicallocation. Delian treasures:
Hamilton 2000, pp. 183-186.
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treasures.If gold from different akroteriathan those TO vec'o T)g NMkqgwas
referredto in IG 112 1425, lines 105-106, it seems likely that an identification of their source would have been stated.9
The same can be said for the gilding from the shield (IG 112 1425,
T)L Vecok is
&C o -o T woop
oT)
lines 103-104, cited above). While o&c6
p
hardly a precise statement regardingthe shield's location, the entry's consistent position near the entry xpovr6ov?S167XCLTOV Ou0cTGoVaxpCObTpLOV To
Veto tNMkqg is suggestive. Moreover, the presence of at least fifty-one
pairs of deep cuttings made to hold shields and arranged in three even
courses on the three sides of the Nike temple bastion allows the possibility
that this otherwise puzzling entry refers to a gilded shield hung "before
the temple" and that it was the gold from this shield that was recorded in
the Hekatompedon treasurylists.10
That the akroteriaof the Nike temple were gilded seems certain;the
process by which they were gilded, however, is another matter. Patricia
Boulter, citing Bluimmer,argued that the word ?S7C67TX(TV referred to a
method of gilding involving heat, and concluded that gold leaf was fused
to the bronze akroteriaby the use mercurygilding.1"This reconstruction is
need not refer to a specific procedureof
problematic.The term 6%-cr0x-cov
gilding: the word is used within the treasury records to denote any gold
which was used to overlay another object. Diane Harris translatesxpeuaov
?tV-qXT-coVas both "gold foil" and "gold leaf," and, in the inventories, the

Figure 2 (opposite).Half-life-size
bronze female head (Agora B 30)
from the Agora, Athens. Courtesy
ASCSA, Agora Excavations

andanygilded(_c7xpuaog)orgold
distinctionbetweenxpovr6ov
?c16T-qXToV
object is made only when the gilding has become separated
(x0c-6cxpooCo0)
from its original position.12 Bltimmer did note that the term 76-ct-x-ov
refers to some form of mercurygilding, but he referredspecifically to Roman technique and made no such claim for 5th-century B.C. metalurgy.'3
It is now known that mercurygilding was not invented until the 2nd century A.C.14 Moreover, it would have been difficult for the 6 drachmas and 3
9. Harris 1995, p. 23.
10. The pairsof cuttings and the
suggestion that they held shields was
first put forwardby Petersen(1908,
pp. 14-15). He was followed by
Dinsmoor (1926, p. 3, note 2). Since
then, the fasteningshave receivedlittle
attention.
Athena has long been recognizedas
the patronof war spoils (II. 10.460),
and sacrificeswere made to her in this
capacityat Olympia (Paus.5.14.5).
Similardedicationsmay have formed
an importantcomponent of the adornment of the so-called Chalkothekeon
the Acropolis (Downey 1997). Dedicated booty such as shields would surely have been granteda prominentposition nearthe temenos of Athena Nike,
the goddess of martialtriumph.A set
of votive shields that hung from the
bastion wall would not only have symbolicallyreaffirmedthe bastion'soriginal role as a defensive tower but also

would have coveredthe finely worked,
but otherwise unremarkable,poros
sheathing of the bastion itself Mark
(1993, pp. 69-70) contributedimportant remarksregardingthe sheathing
but did not mention the cuttings.
It has been suggestedthat this series
of cuttingswas made to hold victory
wreaths(Judith Binder,pers. comm.).
This is possible, although I doubt that
the cuttingswere initially carvedfor
this purpose.Their substantialsize
(on average,ca. 0.07 m in height
and ca. 0.015 m in width) and depth
(on average,ca. 0.075 m), suggests that
they were meant to carryheavyobjects.
The space between the rows (ca. 0.93 m
from the top courseto the middle
course,ca. 1.03 m from the middle to
bottom course),leaves plenty of room
for large objectssuch as shields. 5thcenturyhoplawere roughly circular(or
sometimes oval) and measureda little
less than one meter in diameter.The

famous Spartanshield taken after
Sphakterialike those seen by Pausanias
(1.15.5) in the Painted Stoa provides
the best contemporaryevidence,and
measures0.83 x 0.95 m. A shield of
this size could easily have been fastened
to the bastionwall by means of two
substantialpins. Sphakteriashield:
Shear 1937, pp. 347-348, and
Snodgrass[1967] 1999, p. 53. See also
below,pp. 35-36 and note 123.
11. Boulter (1969, p. 134, note 6),
citing Blimmer 1884, p. 291, note 3.
See now Vittori 1978; Oddy 1985,
1990, 1991; Anheuser 1996.
12. "Foil"is the form of gold plate
strong enough to supportits own
weight. "Leaf"cannot stand on its own
and folds beneath its own weight. See
Oddy 1985, p. 65. I thank Diane Harris
for discussingthese entrieswith me.
13. Bliimmer 1884, p. 291, note 3.
14. Haynes 1992, p. 113.
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obols of gold positively associated with the Nike temple in the treasury
records to have broken from the akroteria and to have been recovered if
this gold had been applied as leaf.15Gold applied as leaf, if it had been
worn or scratchedoff the sculpture,would have been recoveredin the form
of very thin flakes, not much thicker than ca. 1/900 mm-small enough to
be blown about by the wind and washed away by rain, properties that
would have made the recovery of even a modest 6 drachmas and 3 obols
improbable at best.16
A much more likely method of gilding is the mechanical application
of gold foil as seen on the famous late 5th-century B.C. female head (Fig.
2) and on the equally well-known late-4th-century B.C. rider's leg, both
from the Athenian Agora.17In this procedure, gold foil was folded into
deep grooves cut around prominent areas of the sculpture. Gold wire was
then hammered into the grooves, locking the gold into position. The gold
was then burnishedover the surfaceof the underlying statue,fixing it tightly
in place while faithfully reproducing the features of the bronze core. The
conclusion that this was the method by which the akroteria of the Nike
temple were gilded is attractive because it proposes the use of a late-5thcentury procedure and makes more plausible the recording of the recovered gold.18
15. Examplesof smallerobjects
gilded with leaf are common. A gilt
copperwreathwas found in an early4th-century tomb at Olynthus (Olynthus
X, p. 158, no. 505, pl. XXVIII) and two
pairs of gilt greaveswere found in the
antechamberof Tomb II and in the socalled "Prince'sTomb"at Vergina(Andronikos 1984, pp. 186,216). Evidence
of gold leaf gilding on a modest sculpturalscale is demonstratedby an early
Classicalbronze statuetteof Athena
(H. 0.37 m) found north of the Erechtheion in 1887 and by anothersmall
Athena statuette (H. 0.288 m) with a
gilded aegis, found the same year east of
the same building. See Stais 1887, with
pl. 4; Studniczka1887, esp. cols. 142144 and pl. 7.
There are severalliteraryreferences
to earlygilded statues,although,again,
the method by which they were gilded is
uncertain:the three gilded bronzes
owned by King Kroisosof Lydia in the
mid-6th centuryB.C. (Moses of Chorene 2.11.103), the gilded statue dedicated at Delphi by Gorgias of Leontini

(483-376 B.C.; Paus.10.18.7),the set of
gilded Nikai akroteriamade by Paionios
for the Temple of Zeus at Olympia
(Paus.5.10.4), and the gilded statue of
Phryne made by Praxitelesand dedicated at Delphi (Paus. 10.15.1). See
Haynes 1992, p. 112, and Mattusch
1996, p. 28, nos. 43, 44, 46.
Alexander(1979, p. 67) has shown

that anothermethod of gilding was
describedin the Papyrusof Leyden but
there is no evidence I know of which
suggests that this type of "lead-alloy"
gilding was practicedon a monumental
scale in 5th-centuryAthens. On the
possibilityof leaf gilding of monumental
statuarysee note 32 below.
16. Kluge and Lehmann-Hartleben
1927, pp. 31-34; Oddy,Vlad, and Meeks
1979, p. 182; Oddy 1990, p. 108. Pliny
(HN31.19.61) notes in his description
of gilding techniquesthat a single ounce
of gold could yield 750 micro-thin
gilding leaves each about 10 cm square.
Theophilus(SchedulaDiversarumArtium
1.23) demonstratesthe fragilityof gold
leaf, as opposed to gold plate, in his
descriptionof a medievalcraftsman
hammeringthe gold leaf between two
sheets of parchmentso that the thin leaf
would not stick to his hammer.I thank
James Muhly for his assistancewith
bibliographyconcerningthese topics.
17. Agora head (Agora B 30): Shear
1933. Agora leg (Agora B 1384): Shear
1973, pp. 165-168. Mattusch (1996,
pp. 121-129) gives full discussionof the
bronze head and leg, as well as the
problemsassociatedwith their dates,
findspots, and attributions.While the
bronze head is consistentlydated to the
late 5th century(e.g., Ridgway1981,
p. 124; Boardman[1985] 1995, p. 176,
fig. 138), Mattusch has raisedthe
possibilitythat it might belong to the

well-known Antigonid chariotgroup
dedicatedafter the defeat in 307 B.C.
of Cassander'sforces by Demetrios
Poliorketes.Given the fragmentary
condition of the head and the leg, any
certainconclusion as to the original
provenienceof these pieces must await
the discoveryof furtherevidence;see
Houser 1979, p. 222; 1987, pp. 255281; and below, note 127.
18. A small (H. ca. 11.5 cm) 2nd-

centuryB.C. youthfromthe Pergamene
Asklepieion shows an identicalgilding
technique;see Deubner 1989 and
Sharpe2000. This same method of
gilding is describedby Pliny (HN
34.63), who recallsa story in which
Nero ordereda statue of Alexanderto
be gilded. According to the tale, the
addition of the gold so ruined the
aestheticvalue of the piece that Nero
orderedthe gilding to be removed.
Pliny then notes that in its new
condition, the statuewas considered
more valuableeven though it retained
scarsfrom the incisions into which the
gold had been fastened.While Hill
(1969, pp. 71-72) believed that the
statuewas originallygilt and that the
story was invented by Pliny to discredit
Nero, there can be no question that the
cuttings describedby Pliny arethe
same type as those found on the Agora
head and leg. Apparently,this method
of gilding survivedeven after mercury
gilding techniqueswere well known.
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THE CENTRAL AKROTERION BASE
In additionto the evidencefrom the Hekatompedonlists, two joining
apexblocksthatforma single,centralakroterionbase(Acropolis15958ocf3;Figs. 3-6) comprisethe most concreteevidencefrom which conclusionscanbe drawnregardingthe appearance
andcompositionof the Nike
The right-handblockpreservesmostof the
temple'scrowningsculpture."9
easternandsouthernplinthfaces.The left-handblockpreservesa portion
of the easternplinthface andthe bottomof the plinth'snortheastcorner.
The two blocks are nearlyidenticalin length, measuring0.432 m and
0.431 m, respectively,
andtheyjoin to forma long basemeasuring0.863 m
(Fig.

3).20

The base was carved in one piece with the sima (Figs. 3-4, 6),

andthe uppersurfacewaspitchedslightlyto allowrainwaterto drainfrom
the blocks.Althoughthe marblein its currentstate,eroded0.005-0.01 m
in some places,does not allowfor the precisemeasurementof this angle,
the preservedsurfacedoes show a slight deviationfromthe horizontal,a
well-knownpracticalrefinementseen in otherAcropolisarchitecture.
Althoughthe lengthof the baseis certain,its width is not.The plinth
of the left block(cc)has a preservedwidth of ca. 0.26 m; the plinthof the
right block (j3)is preservedto a width of ca. 0.24 m. Both blocks,their
front faces preserved,arebrokenat the rearalong a roughline running
throughone majorsocket(C), throughtwo deepchannels(B andD), and
throughtwo smallerdowel cuttings(A and E) (all cuttings,Figs. 3, 5).
If the axisof these cuttingsis consideredthe probablecenterof the base,
the width may be restoredto ca. 0.50-0.60 m. This width corresponds
to the rangedictatedby Orlandos'sand Giraud'sreconstructionsof this
19. The base was first drawnby
G. P Stevens (1908, fig. 7), who noted
that the cuttingsfound on its surface
indicatedthe presenceof"akroteriaof
some sort"(p. 404). He was followed
by Orlandos (1915, pp. 42-44, pl. 5),
who brieflymentioned the blocks and
showed them as separatebases,in
profile, on a restoredview of the
temple'seast side. Later,Orlandos
(1947-1948, pp. 30-33, figs. 20,25, and
29) publisheda photographof the
fragmentsjoined as one base and two
drawingsof the Nike temple'sroof with
fragmentsrestoredto the superstructure.
At this time, Orlandosbelieved that the
two fragmentsbelonged to opposite
sides of the temple, thinking that the
upper surfacesof the fragmentsdid not
form a perfectjoin. The blocks were
republishedby Boulter (1969) with a
plan by W. B. DinsmoorJr.(Fig. 3).
Boulterwas the first to note that the
two fragmentsformed one base.The

join has been independently verifiedby Giraud (1994, p. 213,
nos. 23-24, pls. 222-236; restored
plans, pls. 212-213, 216-217). The
base is now located in the last basement chamberof the lower east
Acropolis storeroom.
20. It is not unusualfor the central
akroterionbase of a building to be
carvedin two pieces.The centralbase
for the Propylaiaand that for the Hephaisteionwere carvedin this fashion,
and there are other examples.A twopiece akroterionbase divides the weight
of the crowningapexblock and thereby
facilitatesthe final arrangementof the
sima. See Dinsmoor 1976, p. 236,
fig. 11; Danner 1997, p. 15, fig. 1:8. I
thankTasos Tanoulasfor discussing
with me the akroterionbases of the
Propylaia,and RichardAnderson for
discussingwith me the akroterionbases
of the Hephaisteion.

THE

Figure3. The east centralakroterion
baseof the Templeof AthenaNike
(Acropolis15958a-f3), annotated;
actualstateplan.After Boulter 1969,
fig. 1 (drawing

Figure 4. The east central akroterion
base of the Temple of Athena Nike
(Acropolis 15958a-P), front view.
Boulter
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Figure 5. The east central akroterion
base of the Temple of Athena Nike
(Acropolis 15958a-P), rear view.
After Boulter 1969, p. 37:b
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base.2'This width would have allowed ample room for sculptureand would
have allowed the greater part of the base's weight and the weight of the
akroterionto be supported by the tympanum wall in accordancewith ancient practice.22
In addition to suggesting a plausible width for the base, these cuttings
comprise the only primary evidence from which any reconstruction of the
central akroterion can be derived and, as such, deserve careful scrutiny.
Socket C, the large central socket, is the most significant point of attachment. The socket is a circularhole, 0.206 m deep with a preserved diameter of ca. 0.085 m. The sides of C were gouged out by scavengersin search
of lead, and only faint traces remain of what was once a thick dowel setting. The socket fully penetrates the base, and whatever rested in it was
fastened into the uppermost block of the tympanum wall at an unknown
height (Fig. 5). Two shallow cuttings, B and D, shared lead with C, a fact
not readily apparentin Dinsmoor's drawing (Fig. 3) but clearly evident on
the base itself (Fig. 5). B and D are pour-channels for lead, a fact borne
out by their very narrow width (0.027 and 0.019 m) as well as by their
varying depths (ca. 0.145 and ca. 0.125 m). Their presence indicates that
the central post requiredadditional lead fastening near its resting place in
the tympanum wall. A similar structuralconsideration might also explain
H, a roughly sloped cutting 0.06 m wide that also shared lead with C and
would have provided further horizontal support for the central element.23
Together, B, C, D, and H form one major fastening point, with C as the
primary socket.
Deep, circularcuttings like socket C are not commonly found on statue
bases, but when they do occur there is little question as to the basic shape
of the object they held. The Palm Tree of Nikias, dedicated on Delos in
417 B.C., presents a much larger version of this type of socket, in which a
round, bronze post penetrated three courses of masonry and was socketed
into a fourth.24A similar type of construction was probably used for the
bronze mast dedicated by the Aeginetans after the battle of Salamis and
21. Orlandos (1947-1948, fig. 20)
restoredthe width of the base to ca.
0.60 m, while Giraud (1994, pl. 222)
restoredthe width to 0.48 m. Giraud's
restoredwidth, based upon the known
width of the bases of the Nike temple's
lateralakroteria,is confirmedby his
recent observationthat socket C lies in
the middleof the centralbase. The
centralakroterionbase of the Nike
temple thus differsfrom known central
akroterionbases that were wider than
their accompanyinglateralbases.
Dinsmoor (1976, esp. figs. 7 and 11),
for example,showed that the central
base of the Hephaisteion measured
1.644 x 1.312 m while the one extant
lateralbase of that same temple measured0.444 x 0.463 m. In the restored
axonometricdrawingsof the central

base publishedhere (Figs. 12, 14, and
18), the 0.12-m discrepancybetween
the widths restoredby Orlandosand
Giraudis indicatedby a dashedline
towardthe rearof the block.
22. Centralbase supportedby
tympanum:Aegina,pls. 34-35; Dinsmoor 1976, p. 239; Giraud 1994, pls.
157-160 and 222-225. The back half
of any given centralakroterionbase
acted as a counterweightto the front.
The Nike temple'scentralbase is broken along the line of cuttings and along
the underlyingtympanumsupport.
23. Giraudmade this observationto
me while examiningthe base in January
1999.
24. Picardand Replat 1924, with
fig. 3; Amandry 1954, esp. pp. 307-309
and fig. 12; DelosXXXVI, fig. 22.
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for the bronze palm tree dedicated at Delphi by the Athenians after the
land and sea victories of Eurymedon; in both cases a bronze post penetrated multiple masonry courses and came to rest in a socket near the
base of the monument.25Similar round sockets held the central cauldron
supports for tripods and also thick stone tenons, such as that which supported the restored trophy on the Theban victory monument erected at
Leuktra after 371 B.C. and Sulla's stone trophy set up after the battle of
Chaironeiain 86 B.C.26 Many exampleson a smallerscale also exist.27Socket
C of the Nike temple'scentralakroterionbase must have supporteda similar
vertical shaft, the vertical and lateralloads being distributed onto the base,
the raking sima, and ultimately the tympanum wall.28
There are two other points of possible attachment near the broken
rear edge of the base. These are a pair of smaller,oval dowel holes, A and
E, shallower in depth (0.057 and 0.061 m) than socket C, and set 0.27 and
0.22 m away from the socket. While their small size seems to rule out any
major structuralfunction, their roughly symmetrical placement relative to
socket C suggests that they could have held other minor decorative elements, if these elements had been further supported by another fastening
or by the member inserted into socket C itself.
In addition to the central cuttings B, C, D, and H and the two subsidiary dowel holes at the rear of the base, two other significant points of
attachment are preserved on the base. The first is a large cutting F on the
left-hand block. It is trapezoidal in shape, ca. 0.06 x 0.07 m, and has a
depth of 0.071 m. Its center rests 0.11 m from the left side of the block
and 0.12 m from the front. F has been thoroughly robbed of its lead, a fact
which accounts for its badly damaged interior. Cutting F is mirrored by
the remains of a second socket, K, on the right-hand block, its center set
0.09 m from the right side of the block and ca. 0.12 m from the front
profile. The depth of K (ca. 0.08 m) and its placement are nearly identical
to those of F and the two cuttings appearto have had similar dimensions.
The depth of these cuttings in comparison with the other dowel holes on
the base, as well as their symmetrical placement relative to the outer edges

25. Aeginetan mast:Hdt. 8.122;
Amandry 1954, pp. 303-307; Gauer
1968, pp. 73-74; Brogan 1999, pp. 46,
49. Eurymedonpalm:Paus. 10.15.4-5;
Amandry 1954, esp. figs. 1-2; Gauer
1968, pp. 105-107; Lacroix1992, esp.
pp. 168-170; Brogan 1999, pp. 49-50;
Jacquemin1999, no. 81.
26. Theban trophy:Daux 1959,
pp. 675-679; Polito 1997, pp. 80-81
and note 56, with bibliography.Trophy
of Sulla:Camp et al. 1992, pp. 443445.
27. In their examinationof the
base blocks for Pheidias'Great Bronze
Athena, Stevens and Raubitschek
(1946, esp. figs. 4-5) noticed two sets
of deep (0.10-0.135 m) circular

cuttings and noted that these sockets
must have held some sort of large
dowel.They concludedthat the sockets
held Persiantrophiesset up aroundthe
giant statue.The low statuebase set
over the south terracewall of the
Athenian Treasuryat Delphi also shows
deep, round cuttings of this sort.These
cuttings have recentlybeen interpreted
as sockets for trophieserectedon the
base in a phase immediatelypreceding
the erectionof the well-known tenfiguredstatuegroup. See Staihler1992,
p. 8; although note FdD II, 8, pp. 6163, esp. 62, and now Amandry 1998,
pp. 83-84, for the debate on the
function of these sockets. Even more
recently,Stewart(forthcoming)has

suggestedthat the unusuallydeep
sockets atop the altarat Pergamon
(see Hoepfner 1996, pp. 128-129, esp.
note 32; figs. 11-12) might have been
cut to receivethe bottom of trophies.
Furthercomparisonfor this type of
socket is providedby the largelead
pour-holes found on the so-calledType
A pillarbases noted by Dinsmoor
(1923) and illustratedbyWillemsen
(1963, fig. 3).
28. Demosthenes Giraudand
Manolis Korresagreedthat these
cuttings must have formed a single
large fasteningthat held a major
verticalelement (pers.comm.,January
1999; March 1999).
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of the base, suggest that they held significant objects, but nothing more
certain can be said on the basis of the physical evidence alone.
Three more cuttings deserve mention. The first two are a pair of symmetrical cuttings, G (Fig. 6) and I, which, like F and K, almost mirror
each other in terms of their relativelocations.29Both are set 0.09 m distant
from the central axis of the base and 0.07 m from the front of their respective blocks. G and I are of an unusual type, tapering from an identical
depth of ca. 0.005 m at the front to nearly identical depths of 0.044 and
0.040 m, respectively,at the rear (Fig. 6). At this deepest point, the cuttings are ca. 0.025 m wide. At first glance the cuttings recall the unusual
pour-channels under the Parthenos base, noted by G. P. Stevens in 1955.30
This identification is impossible, however, since cuttings G and I are not
connected to another bedding. The cuttings are, instead, for fastenings of
some sort. Their size as well as their unusual graded depths indicate that
they are subsidiary,and that they could not have held a vertical element.
They might have held a decorativecomponent or a minor structuralmember
which could have provided further support for the major centralfastening.
The final fastening point, cuttingJ, is a round socket 0.025 m in diameter
with a maximum depth of 0.012 m. It is the only other cutting on the
upper surface of the base that is large enough to have held any substantial
decoration, and it is the only socket departing from the symmetrical arrangement of cuttings.3'
The dimensions of these central blocks and their group of symmetrical cuttings reveal severalfacts from which some initial conclusions can be
drawn. First, the central akroterion of the Temple of Athena Nike was
bronze. This conclusion is supported by the evidence of gold foil in the
treasury records, since 5th-century marble architectural sculpture is not
normally gilded, and by the depth of the cuttings.32If the sculpture had
29. The cuttingswould be identicalif
not for a small,very shallow trapezoidal
cutting stamp (0.029 x 0.037 m) in front
of G. This gouging, however,is not an
originalcutting.Its depth of 0.015 m is
far too shallow for any sort of attachment. It is too small to be a bedding of
any sort. It is for these reasonsthat
Stevens (1908, fig. 7) omits it from his
drawingof the block.
30. Stevens 1955, pp. 273-274,
fig. 21.
31. The surfaceof this base, like the
surfacesof the lateralbases,is covered
with small ring-shapedholes, most
clearlyillustratedby Fig. 9. While
Giraud(1994, pp. 214-216) had previously explainedthese holes as fastening
points for obeloi(spikesto preventbirds
from roosting),I originallythought that
they might have been indicativeof some
sort of elaborateprop system for the
crowningdecoration,perhapslike the
supportarmaturethat Phyllis Lehmann

(Samothrace III, pp. 351-353, note 184)
proposedfor the elaboratefloral akroterion of the Hieron at Samothraceor
the prop system that Rene Valois (Delos
VII, p. 107) discoveredin his investigation of the centralfloralakroterionof
the Stoa of Philip V on Delos. I realized
that this was impossibleafter considering the very shallow depth of the holes
on the Nike temple'sbase (ca. 0.005 m).
They could have held nothing more
substantialthan pins and are not deep
enough to give any sort of supportto
any structuralelement. For further
discussionof the ring-shapedholes, see
pp. 15-17 and note 53 below.There are
other,smallerholes on the uppersurface
of the centralbase (especiallyto the left
of cutting G), but they are not of the
same type. See Ridgway1990, p. 588,
on obeloi.
32. One possible exampleof leaf
gilding of marbleon a monumental
sculpturalscale in the 5th centurymight

G
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Figure6. The southeastblockof the
eastcentralakroterionbaseof the
Templeof AthenaNike (Acropolis
15958a), annotatedsectionof actual
stateplan.After Boulter 1969, fig. 2
(drawingbyW. B. Dinsmoor Jr.,1969).
CourtesyTessa Dinsmoor.

be the pedimentalsculpturesof the
Parthenon.At the beginning of the
19th century,E. D. Clarkewas told by
membersof the team working for Giovanni BattistaLusieri (Elgin'sagent)
that the artistsdrawingthe sculpture
had observedtracesof gilding on the
statuesalong with tracesof paint
(Clarkeas cited by Palagia[1993] 1998,
p. 12). There are other examplesof
leaf gilding of exteriormarble.One
Neoptolemos offeredto gild an altarof
Apollo in the Athenian Agora (Plut.,
Mor. 834F-844A);IG I3 343,line 10
(Harris 1995, IV. 20) recordsa gilt kore
in the treasuresof the Parthenon;
Fengler (1886, pp. 21-33) providesthe
best discussionof the possible gilding
of marblearchitecturaldetails on both
the Propylaiaand the Parthenon;and
Paton (1927, pp. 230-231) gives a full
discussionof the gilding of the Ionic
capitalsof the Erechtheion.
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been marble, a shallow, flat bedding carved to hold a plinth would be expected. Second, the sculpturewas probablysome sort of symmetricalgroup
or some object which requiredmultiple, symmetrical points of connection
to its base. As noted, the major central socket demonstrates the presence
of a heavy,vertical element, while the other pairs of symmetrical cuttings
suggest the presence of separate figures or structuralmembers somehow
connected to the central post.33
Finafly,judging from the restored dimensions of the blocks (0.863 x
ca. 0.60 m) and the depth of the fastenings, it seems that the symmetrical
group or object was rather large. A comparison with roughly contemporarycentralakroterionbases from Attica and elsewhereon the Greek mainland is informative. The central akroterion of the Temple of Nemesis at
Rhamnous,probablydepicting the abductionof Oreithyiaby Boreas,rested
on a plinth measuring 0.66 x 0.41 m; the supporting block would not have
been much larger, ca. 0.717 x ca. 0.45 M.34 The central akroterion of the
west facade of the Athenian temple on Delos, showing the abduction of
Kephalos by Eos, rested on a marble post 0.424 x 0.32 m, set into a base
33. Evelyn Harrisonkindly pointed
out to me that this broadrangeof
cuttings raisesthe possibilityof
multiplephasesof use for the base.
Severalfeaturesof the base seem to
stand againstthis. As noted, the base
was carvedin two pieces, the lower
surfacesof which are not only unevenly
brokenbut are also carvedalong the
apex angle of the Nike temple'ssima.
The inherentinstabilitythat would
have been createdby their broken,
uneven bottoms rendersthe blocks
unsuitablefor use outside their
originallyintended architectural
context.While this problemcould have
been solved by clampingthe two blocks
together,no evidenceof such reinforcement exists.
Another solution to this problem,
that the blockswere held together in a
second base, also makeslittle sense,
given that the presenceof a largeblock
necessaryto hold them togetherwould
make the reuseof the damagedbase
redundant.It is possible,however,that
the base had multiplephases of use in
situ and that new elementswere added
while it remainedin place on the Nike
temple.The rigid symmetryof the
cuttings seems to weigh againstthis
possibility.However,if I were determined to reconstructmultiplephases
for the base in situ, I might consider
cuttingsA, E, F, J,and K as later,since
they are not as rigidly symmetricalas G
and I.

I find it almost impossibleto believe
that centralstrut C and its pourchannelscould belong to any hypothetical laterphase, since the object
held in this socket was fastened directly
to the tympanumwall. Given that such
structuraluse of the tympanumwall is a
regularand expectedfeatureof
akroterialcompositions(see note 22),
we can presumethat socket C, at least,
is original.Moreover,since the base is
so long, it is unlikelythat this massive
post was the only object originally
intended to be placed on top of the
Nike temple.While the evidence for
multiple sculpturalphases in situ is
lacking,the base was certainlyused for
building materialduringthe construction of the Turkishfortifications.It is
this reuse that is responsiblefor the
relativelypoor condition of the blocks.
34. Rhamnouscentralakroterion
(Athens NM 2348): Gerokostopoulos
1890, p. 151, no. 14; Karusu1962,
esp. p. 179; Despinis 1971, pp. 162164; Delivorrias1984; Schauz 1980,
p. 105, note 173; Miles 1989, pp. 212214; Danner 1989, pp. 25-26. Since
the provenienceof this base has been
consideredcontroversial(Mark 1993,
p. 78, note 48), it might be appropriate
to reviewthe known facts.NM 2348
was originallyfound in Rhamnous
by Gerokostopoulosand recordedin
his October catalogue(1890, p. 151,
no. 14). Later,Karusu(1962, p. 179)
found the base in the Acropolis

Museum with a pencil-writtennote
that stated that the piece had come
from Rhamnous.She followed
Gerokostopoulos,attributedthe base
to the Nemesis temple, and identified
the figuresas Boreasand Oreithyia.
Despinis (1971, pp. 162-164) agreed
with this attribution,cited Gerokostopoulos,and made some significant
remarksregardingthe Nemesis temple's
angle akroterion.Harrison(apud
Schauz 1980, p. 105, note 173),
however,privatelyquestionedthe
associationof the base with the
Nemesis temple, preferringat the time
to place it on the Temple of Ares in the
Athenian Agora. She identified the feet
as belonging to Peleus and Thetis. She
was followed by Schauz (1980, p. 105),
Miles (1989, pp. 212-214), and Danner
(1989, p. 25). As the catalogueof
Gerokostopoulosshows, the fragmentarysculptureis from Rhamnous,not
from the Agora, althoughits status as
an akroterion,of course,might be
questioned.In any case, the present
comparisonof base sizes is unaffected
by the questionof the provenienceof
NM 2348; Peter Gandy (1817, p. 45)
measuredthe centralakroterionbase
of the Temple of Nemesis at Rhamnous
and reportedit to be 0.717 m in length,
and this is the length I have used in
the text, above.
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restored by Hermary to dimensions of ca. 0.60 x 0.40 m.35The central
base of the east facade of the Temple of Asklepios at Epidauros, which
held the 0.55 x 0.45-m plinth of the Apollo and Koronis akroterion,measured 0.622 x 0.51 m.36
A significant point becomes apparent from these comparisons. The
central akroterionbase of the Nike temple is considerably larger than the
other central bases noted above. This observation acquires special import
when the small stylobate size of the Nike temple (5.39 m) is compared to
the much larger stylobate dimensions of the Temple of Nemesis (9.99 m)
and of the Temple of Asklepios at Epidauros (11.76 m). Whatever object
was supported by the Nike temple's central akroterion base thus required
an area physically larger than the bases of the these larger,roughly contemporarytemples.
A comparison of the relationship between the base lengths and akroterion heights of these sculpturalgroups can provide some general parameters for the possible height of the central element of the Nike temple
akroterion.7 On the Temple of Nemesis at Rhamnous, a group ca. 1.7 m
tall stood on a base measuring 0.717 x ca. 0.45 m, presenting a ratio of
sculpture height to base length of ca. 2.4: 1.38 On the west side of the
Temple of the Athenians on Delos, a complex sculptural group with a
restoredheight of ca. 1.80 m was set on a base ca. 0.65 m in length, providing a ratio of ca. 2.8: 1.39 The height of the Apollo and Koronis group at
the Temple of Asklepios at Epidauros was ca. 1.25 m, making the ratio of
sculptureheight to base length (0.622 m) about 2.01: 1.40 A ratio of about
2: 1 between sculpture height and base length is found in 5th- and 4thcentury freestanding sculpture.41If the symmetrical object or group placed
on the Nike temple's central akroterion base followed this general paradigm, then it is appropriateto restore the Nike temple's central crowning
sculpture,held on a base 0.863 m in length, to a total height of ca. 1.7 m,
or about the height of a life-sized figure.42
If the restored height of ca. 1.7 m is provisionally accepted for the
akroterionof the Nike temple, then the resulting ratio of akroterionheight
35. Athenian temple on Delos,
centralakroterion(A 4281 and
A 4282): Wester 1969; Delos XXXMV,
p. 24 and pls. 19 and 21; Danner 1989,
p. 23; Marcade1996, p. 66. I thank
Giannis Gramatakisand Panayotis
Alexiou of the ArchaeologicalMuseum
on Delos for their helpfuilcomments
duringmy visits to Delos in May of
both 1999 and 2000.
36. Roux 1961, p. 104; Danner
1989, p. 19;Yalouris1992, pp. 17-19.
37. The importanceof base length
to the determinationof akroterion
height was first discussedby Peter
Danner (1988). The relationshipdoes
not exist in a vacuum,however,and the
relationshipof any given akroterionto
the architectureupon which it rests

must also be considered.Caution
should also be takenwhen comparing
bases that held differentakroterion
types (floral,single-figured,groups,
etc.). Here, all comparandacome from
late-5th- and early-4th-century
akroterionbases that held sculptural
groups.A comparisonof sculpture
height to base length does have the
advantageover ratiosof akroterion
height to tympanumheight, since it is
groundedin the structuralneeds of the
sculptureas opposed to an arbitrary
and-as Danner (1988; 1989, pp. 6970, 88-89) and Lehmann (Samothrace
III, pp. 351-353, esp. note 185; p. 386,
note 235) have shown-misleading rule
of thumb. See below,notes 44 and 46.
38. Above, note 34.

39. Above, note 35. The exact
height of the Kephalosand Eos group
that adornedthe west apex of the
Athenian temple on Delos is disputed,
but the proportionsof its figuresare
very close to those of the east group,
which showed Oreithyiabeing
abductedby Boreas.The actualheight
of the Oreithyiagroup,as given by
Marcade(1996, p. 66) is ca. 1.70 m.
40. Roux 1961, p. 104;Yalouris
(1992, pp. 17-19) discussesthe figures
in their preservedstate.
41. Palagia1994, p. 115.
42. Obviously,if the proportions
of the akroterionbases noted above
areused as comparanda,the size of the
Nike temple'scrowningsculptureincreasesdramatically.
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B.C.
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Siphnian Treasury, Delphi*

525

0.73

6.22

-

0.95

-

1.30: 1

-

490

0.72

5.79

0.72

0.65

1.00: 1

0.90: 1

0.90: 1

Athenian Treasury, Delphi*

480

0.73

6.87

-

1.25

Temple of Zeus, Olympia
Temple of Poseidon, Sounion

465
440

3.44
1.45

27.68 ca. 3.75
13.47 ca. 1.35

-

Parthenon,Athens

440

3.47

30.88 ca.3.86

-

Nemesis Temple, Rhamnous
Temple of Athena Nike, Athens*
Athenian Temple of Apollo,.Delos
Nereid Monument, Xanthos*
Temple of Asklepios, Epidauros
The Heroon of Perikle,Limyra*

430
425
420
400
390
360

1.04
0.52
0.98
0.95
1.15
0.65

9.99
5.39
9.69
6.80
11.76
6.84

-

1.71: 1

-

1.09: 1
0.93: 1

-

-

1.11:1

-

-

1.63:
2.35:
1.84:
1.53:
1.09:
2.43:

1
1
1
1
1
1

1.71:
1.38:
1.37:
0.69:
1.88:

1
1
1
1
1

TO

LH:MHSW:TH

Temple of Artemis, Paros*

ca. 1.7
ca. 1.22 ca. 0.89
1.3
ca. 1.8
1.45
1.3
ca. 1.25
0.79
1.58
1.22

I3

0.72:
0.72:
0.90:
0.63:
0.77:

1
1
1
1
1

8.52: 1
8.05: 1
9.41: 1
8.05: 1
9.29: 1

SW:MH
-

8.04: 1
-

7.38: 1
9.98: 1

8.90:1

8.00:1

9.61: 1
10.37: 1
9.89: 1
7.16: 1
10.23: 1
10.52: 1

5.88: 1
4.42: 1
5.38:1
4.69: 1
9.41: 1
4.33: 1

All dates are approximate.
All dimensionsare in meters to the closest centimeter.
TH = Tympanumheight
SW = Stylobatewidth
*=

43. Praschniker1919, p. 27; 1929,
p. 18; Gropengiesser1961, p. 51.
44. Against Vitruviusas a reliable
sourceof data for Greek architecture,
see Altekamp 1991, p. 310, note 1048.
Against Vitruviusas a reliablesourceof
data for some Roman architecture,see
Scotton 1999. Ratio of height of
akroterionto tympanumof 2.43: 1 at
the Heroon of Periklein Limyra:
Borchhardt1976, pp. 81-97; Danner
1989, pp. 27-28; and see Table 1.
45. The Parthenon,1.11 : 1; the
Temple of Athena on Kea, 1.25: 1.
The Temple of Aphaia at Aegina is
close to 1.125: 1, at 1.13 : 1. So, too,
the Calssicaltemple at the Argive
Heraion, 1.3: 1, and the Temple of
Zeus at Olympia, 1.09: 1.
46. Danner (1989, p. 70) rightly
summarizes:"Die Schwankungen
zwischen Akroter- und Tympanonhohe
sind bei tetrastylenGebaiudenso grog,
dag sich keine einheitlicheTendenz
feststellenlglt. Die Mittelakroterhohe
betragtseit spatarchaischerZeit 100 bis
243%,die Seitenakroterhohe78 bis
188%derTympanonhohe."

MH = Middle akroterionheight
LH = Lateralakroterionheight

tetrastyleor distyle in antis

to tympanum height is 3.26: 1. This rather astonishing relationship is at
odds with the "canonical"proportion of ca. 1.125: 1 codified by Vitruvius
(3.5.12) and others.43As Table 1 shows, however, Vitruvius' theoretical
proportion has limited basis in ancient practice:ratios of akroterionheight
to tympanum height as high as 2.43: 1 are securely attested.44Indeed, the
theoretical dictum set by Vitruvius seems to apply only to buildings of
large size (over 10 m wide).45Technical considerations can account for this
application of the ca. 1.125: 1 ratio to larger buildings. If the Parthenon,
for example, was crowned by a central akroterion substantially taller than
the tympanum-say, double or triple the tympanum's height-this
akroterionwould be seven to ten and one-half meters tall. This height is
questionable on aesthetic grounds, and also on practical grounds, since it
would entail the -restructuringof the entire facade to support the weight of
the massive crowning sculpture.The architects of smaller buildings such
as the Nike temple, however, need not have been troubled by this concern,
as sculpture twice or three times the tympanum'sheight would still be of
"normal"size: one to one and one-half meterstall.The largecentralakroteria
from smaller buildings, such as the Athenian temple on Delos and the
Nemesis temple at Rhamnous, support this hypothesis. The proportions
of most tetrastyle or distyle in antis architecture(Table 1) also consistently
contradict Vitruvius' axiom regardingthe relationship between the height
of akroterionand tympanum.46Of course,none of these tetrastyleor distyle
in antis monuments were so prominently displayedatop a 10-m-high poros
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"tower"like the Nike temple, for which the issues of visibility must have
played an unprecedented role in the design of the building.47
Still, a ratio of 3.26: 1 for akroterionto tympanum height is unknown,
and architectural comparanda cannot be ignored in proposing a reconstruction of the Nike temple's akroterion.The akroteria of the Athenian
temple on Delos, built immediately following the Nike temple and attributed to the same architect, offers a control to the restored height of ca. 1.7
M.48The Athenian temple's central akroterion on the west facade, ca. 1.8
m in height, was set over a tympanum 0.98 m in height. The ratiois 1.83: 1.
If this ratio is applied to the Nike temple's tympanum (0.52 m), the result
is a central akroterionof ca. 0.95 m. The range (ca. 0.95-ca. 1.7 m) can be
further narrowedby a comparison with the akroterion: tympanum ratio
of the Athenian Treasuryat Delphi, a building remarkablysimilar in scale
to the Nike temple although constructed some sixty years before. Danner
has conservatively restored the lateral akroteria of the Athenian treasury
to a height of 1.25 m.49The tympanum of that little building is 0.735 m.
The resulting lateral akroterion: tympanum ratio is 1.7: 1. When this
ratio is applied to the tympanum of the Nike temple (0.52 m) it yields a
lateral akroterion height of ca. 0.88 m, a size comparableto that dictated
independently by the lateral bases themselves.50
The Athenian temple on Delos again offers a control. The ratio between the height of the central akroterion and the lateral akroterion of
that temple is 1.38: 1. If this ratio is then applied to the restoredheight of
the Nike temple'slateralakroteria(ca. 0.88 m) the result is a centralcrowning sculpture of ca. 1.22 m. The height of the central akroterion of the
Nike temple should thus fall somewhere between ca. 1.22 and 1.7 m. While
the exact height of the Nike temple's central crowning sculpture must remain speculative pending the discovery of further evidence, the massive
size of the base, the great depth of the fastenings, and the need for an
easily seen composition erected at the top of the towering Nike temple
bastion suggest that this figure of ca. 1.22 m should be taken as the minimum possible height of the central element."
47. A similarconcernregardingthe
visibilityof the crowningsculptureseems
to have been in the minds of the designers of the Heroon of Periklein Limyra
(Borchhardt1976, pp. 81-97; 1990,
p. 75, fig. 32; 1993, pp. 48-49, pl. 16),
and Ridgway(1997, p. 94) has suggested
that the prominentposition of the
Heroon probablyaccountsfor the large
compositionsof its akroteria.See also
Table 1 and below,p. 39 and note 133.
Andrew Stewartnoted to me that the
height of the Nike temple bastion might
have inspiredKallikratesto commission
large sculpturesfor the centralakroterion
on the assumptionthat the sculptures'
relationshipto the building from the
vantage of the Great Rampwould have
seemed less radical.Plato'sSophist
(235E-236A) provesthatjust such
proportionalcompensationtook place a

generationor so laterwithin the context
of monumentalsculptureand wall
painting. On the problemsand significance of visibilitywithin the traditionof
Greek architecturalsculpturesee
Ridgway1999, pp. 74-102.
48. Shear 1963; Giraud 1994,
pp. 38-43.
49. Danner 1989, p. 29. Athenian
treasuryat Delphi: FdD II, 8, pp. 43-44;
FdD II, 9, pp. 182-187; Ridgway1993,
p. 304 and note 58. Delphi Museum
848, the least damaged"Amazon"akroterion from the Athenian treasury,has a
preservedheight of ca. 0.97 m.
50. See below,pp. 15-18.
51. Korres(pers.comm.) pointed out
to me that the length of the base
alone provesthat it would be impossible
for the Nike temple'scentralakroterion
to have been of "canonical"proportions.
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THE LATERAL AKROTERIA BASES
As in the caseof the centralakroterion,fragmentsof akroteriabases-six
fragmentsof at leastthreeof the originalfourangleakroteriabases-representthe onlyphysicalevidenceforthe compositionof the Nike temple's
lateralsculpture:Acropolis2635, 2638, 4291; Giraud158oc,,3, and y.52
Two majorfragmentsfrom the northeastlateralbase recentlyjoined by
Giraud(Acropolis4291 andGiraud158y) (Figs.7-8) providethe clearest
pictureof the Nike temple'scornerdecoration.Like the centralblock,the
northeastcornerbasewas carvedin one piece with the sima.The base's
uppersurfaceis carvedat a slightslopeto allowrainwaterto runfromthe
top of the block.The baseis basicallysquare,measuring0.476 x 0.485 m.
The only significantpoint of attachmentis a largesocket(A) carvedinto
the centerof the top surface.As preserved,the widestdimensionof socket
A is 0.25 m, and its maximumdepthis ca. 0.185 m, with both measurements includingdamagesustainedduringthe robbingof lead.Two large
dowelholes (B and C) positionedon eitherside of the centralsocketand
preservedto depthsof ca. 0.040 and 0.042 m, respectively,seem to have
been carvedto stabilizethe centralelementfastenedin A. The top surface
of the base and sima is furthermarkedby twenty ring-shapedcuttings
rangingfrom0.020 to 0.025 m in diameter(Figs.7-9). They areconsistentlyca.0.005-0.010 m deepandarearrangedaroundsocketA in roughly
the shapeof anoval.These curiouscuttingshavebeenexplainedby Giraud
as fasteningpointsfor obeloi,an opinionconfirmedby the smallhole (D)
that preservescleartracesof an iron obelosembeddedin lead.53
Assumingthat the fourlateralakroteriabaseswere identical,an assumptionsupportedby the remainsof at leasttwo of the bases,the dimensionsandcuttingsof Acropolis4291 + Giraud158y revealseveralcharacteristicsof the Nike templelateralakroteria.Like the centralakroterion,
52. Acropolis 2635 (Giraud 1994,
p. 215, no. 26), lost after the restoration
effort in the 1930s, was rediscoveredin
1986 nearthe Pinakothekeand was
moved to the Nike temple'scelia,where
it was identified by Giraud.The
fragmentis now kept to the east of the
Nike temple'scelia,below the temporaryreconstructionworkshop.
Acropolis2638 (Giraud1994,
p. 216, no. 27, pls. 157,223-224,226)
was originallyfound in the 1930s on
the Nike temple bastion nearthe
Mycenaeanwall. It was subsequently
publishedby Orlandos(1947-1948,
pp. 30-33, fig. 26). The fragmentis
now kept to the east of the Nike
temple'scella, below the temporary
reconstructionworkshop.
Acropolis4291 (Giraud1994,
p. 214, no. 25) was identified by Giraud
in 1988 east of the so-called Arrhephorion. It was rejoinedwith Giraud

158y in 1999 and is kept to the east of
the Nike temple'scelia,below the
reconstructionworkshop.
Giraud158cc,f, and y (Giraud
1994, pls. 157-158) are the designations of three previouslyunnumbered
fragmentsthat were initiallyreassembled as one base by Orlandos
(1947-1948, fig. 20) and were assigned
to the northeastcornerof the Nike
temple. Giraud 158cc,the cornerof the
base,was first drawnand publishedby
Stevens (1908, fig. 6; here, Fig. 9).
Orlandos (1915, fig. 10) publisheda
small drawingof the base in his report
on his own reconstructionwork.
Orlandos (1947-1948, fig. 20) later
supplementedthis drawingwith a plan
and an elevationof the temple'seast
side that included a good drawingof
the base, as he had restoredit, in situ.
Boulter (1969, pl. 35:b) publisheda
photographof Giraud 158cc,f3,and y,

but was unableto examine the base
herself;she remarkedthat the fragment
earlierdrawnby Stevens had been lost,
but that fragmentwas, in fact, Giraud
158oc,as seen in her photograph.
Giraudhas since rejoined158y with
Acropolis 4291 and has restoredit to
the northeastcorner(Fig. 8). Giraud
158ccand D are now assignedto the
southwest corner.The fragmentsare
located to the south of the temple, on
top of the modernbastion.
53. See note 31 above.According to
Giraud,a sharppin, or obelos,was
insertedinto the center of each ringshaped cutting. Lead was then poured
into each cutting, securingeach of the
pins in place.When lead hunterslater
removedthe pins, no damagewas
causedto the marbleas the lead was
held in shallow depressionsand was
easily removedusing the leverage
suppliedby the pins themselves.
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Figure 7. The northeast lateral
akroterion base of the Temple of
Athena Nike (Acropolis 4291 +
Giraud 158y), actual state plan.
DrawingbyD. Giraud,2000

Figure 8. The northeast lateral
akroterion base of the Temple of
Athena Nike (Acropolis 4291 +
Giraud 158y), oblique view.
by D. Giraud,2000
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Figure 9. Fragment of the southwest
lateral akroterion base of the Temple
of Athena Nike (Giraud 158a),
view, from the southwest.
Stevens 1908, fig. 6 (drawing
G. P. Stevens, 1908). CourtesyASCSA,
G. P. Stevens Papers.
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the lateral sculptureswere made of bronze. This is suggested by the use of
the genitive plural in the Hekatompedon lists (Xpomov s&ctx-rov orc6
tc3v 0xpoxP ptto -6 vexx-Cr Ntxrs), by the absence of any trace of a plinth
cutting for a marble statue, and by the nature of the base'sprimary socket,
which was intended to hold a heavy bronze dowel.54
This lateral base, like the central base, is disproportionatelylarge. At
0.476 x 0.485 m, the Nike temple lateral akroterion base is only slightly
smaller than the lateral akroteriabases from the Stoa of Zeus in Athens
(ca. 0.60 x 0.43 m), the lateralbase of the Temple of Apollo at Bassai (0.48
x 0.29 m, as preserved), and the west angle akroterionbase of the Temple
of Asklepios at Epidauros (0.522 x 0.54 m).55 The Nike temple's lateral
base is slightly largerthan the lateral bases of the Hephaisteion (0.444 x
0.463 m).56 Given this impressive size and using the same principle by
which the central akroterion was restored-a general ratio of 2: 1 between akroterionheight and base length-the Nike temple'sangle akroteria
should be allotted a minimum height of ca. 0.85-0.95 m. This measurement would make the Nike temple's lateral akroteriaroughly comparable
to those found on the corners of the Athenian treasury at Delphi, would
render the ratio between the height of the angle akroteriaand middle akroterion on the Nike temple identical to that on the Athenian temple on
Delos (1.38: 1), and would coincide very closely with the height of the
Nikai found on the parapet below (ca. 0.88 m).S7
In addition to satisfying the need for highly visible sculpture on the
towering Nike temple bastion, the restoration of imposing lateral and central akroteriamay also account for the otherwise stout proportions of the
Nike temple's columns. It has been frequently observed that the Nike
temple'sIonic column proportions areunusuallystocky for so small a building: 1 : 7.82 bottom diameters as opposed to the more frequent Ionic ratio

54. Figurallateralakroteriasupported by single struts:D1sos XXV,
pp. 25,28-29 (for Delos Museum
A 4279, A 4283); Delivorrias1974,
pp. 122-123, figs. 39-40 (for Athens
NM 1723); Danner 1989, pp. 27-28,
86; Harrison1990, pp. 177-179, figs.
14:a-b (for Athens NM 1723). See also
Thompson 1940, p. 199; Dinsmoor
1950, p. 187; and Boulter 1969, p. 138.
55. Stoa of Zeus:The Nike that
may have adornedthe Stoa of Zeus
(Agora S 312; Fig. 24) was carvedwith
a solid marbleplinth that measured
0.503 x 0.35 m and that would have fit
into a base as small as 0.60 x 0.43 m.
As Harrison(1990, p. 178) has shown,
however,this plinth was recut,making
a clearassessmentof the relationship
between base and statue height problematic. Harrisonassignedthe piece
to the centralakroterionof the Temple of Ares. See also Delivorrias1974,

pp. 137-142, and Ridgway1981,
pp. 62, 212, 228. Temple of Apollo at
Bassai:BassitasI, pp. 279-282; Ak 1.
The akroteriaof the Temple of Apollo
at Bassaiwere, of course,floral,a fact
that explainsthe unusuallynarrow
preserveddimensionsof the lateral
base. I am indebted to Christopher
Pfaff for discussingthis base with me.
56. Dinsmoor 1976, p. 233. Harrison (1990, p. 177, note 35) suggested
that the Hephaisteion'slateralakroteria
were floral.The oval plinth bedding,
however,suggests a freestandingmarble
figure.The fragmentaryNikai (Athens
NM 4839 and 4840) attributedto the
Hephaisteionby Delivorrias(1974,
pp. 40-44, pls. 12-14) are,to my mind,
currentlythe best candidates.I also like
Delivorrias'sattributionof the so-called
Agora Nereid (Agora S 182) to the
centralbase of the Hephaisteion.Any
objectionto this placementmust be on

grounds otberthan size, since the restoredheight of the Nereid (ca. 1.60 m)
is only 0.07 m tallerthan the tympanum, and that is within the range
of "canonical"ratiosbetween the
height of centralakroteriaand tympana
(see Table 1). Dinsmoor (1976, p. 236,
fig. 11) showed that the centralbase of
the Hephaisteion measured1.644 x
1.312 m. This is a huge base (longer
than the height of the building'stympanum) and providesmore than
enough room for the Nereid from the
Agora. Unfortunately,Delivorrias
(1997, p. 100) has recentlyquestioned
his attribution.
57. Athenian treasury:see above,
note 49. Athenian temple on Delos: see
above,note 35. ParapetNikai:Thompson 1940, p. 204; and now Brouskari
1999, pp. 117-224, for full measurements of all fragments.
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of over 1: 9.58W. B. Dinsmoor thought that the Nike temple's heavy columns were carved to bring the Ionic temple into harmony with the high,
heavy bastion on which it stood, while A. C. Orlandos hypothesized that
the Nike temple's thick Ionic was influenced by the Doric proportions of
the Propylaia.59F. Studniczka attributed the heavy columns to a lingering
archaicinfluence, while I. M. Shear pointed out that they were a response
to the temple's small size and position.60Another complementary
possibility is that the architect of the Nike temple designed the columns with the
temple's disproportionatelyheavy entablatureand large akroteriain mind,
thickening the Ionic order to complement his temple's monumental surroundings and to support and aesthetically harmonize the imposing roof
and its sculpture.

THE SUBJECT OF THE
NIKE TEMPLE AKROTERIA
Of the subject of the Nike temple's central and lateral akroteria,nothing
certain can be said, given the loss of all traces of the original sculpture.
Andreas Linfert was the first to attempt a reconstruction of the akroteria
by placing three marble sculptures (Athens NM 3043; Acropolis 6463;
and the Finlay Group in the Louvre, Ma 859) on the two lateralbases and
the centralbase, respectively.6'In supportof this hypothesis,Linfert pointed
to similarities in style between these three pieces and the Nike temple's
frieze and parapet.While there is certainly some correspondence in style
between Linfert's proposed sculptureand the Nike temple parapet,subsequent scholarship has rejected his hypothesis for various reasons.62The
most compelling objection to this reconstruction,however,is that the Nike
temple's akroteriabases were meant to hold bronze sculpture,not marble.
A year after Linfert proposed this reconstruction,Boulter ingeniously
connected to the Nike temple akroteria a fragmentary Attic inscription
that mentioned Bellerophon, Pegasos, and the Chimaira.This inscription,
IG 3 482 (Fig. 10), is a small fragment of a stele, found on the Acropolis.63
It was dated by D. M. Lewis to 425-415 and in IG 3 is classed among
rationesincertae.
58. Indeed, the ratio of base to
height seems the heaviestof any extant
Ionic columns:Ilissos temple,1: 8.25;
Propylaia,1: 9.89; Erechtheionnorth
portico, 1: 9.35. See Dinsmoor 1950,
pp. 186, 340; Shear 1963, p. 379; Mark
1993, p. 73. But see Korres1996 for the
full context.
59. Dinsmoor 1950, p.128;
Orlandos 1947-1948, p. 38.
60. Studniczka1916, p. 200; Shear
1963, p. 379, esp. note 38. See also
Korres1996.
61. Linfert 1968. Athens NM 3043:
Karusu1968, pp. 61-62. Acropolis
6463: Brouskari1974, p. 171. Finlay

Group,Ma 859: Hamiaux 1992, p. 139.
62. Athens NM 3043: Delivorrias
1974, p. 192; Danner 1989, p. 92. NM
3043 preservesno trace on its bottom
for a metal attachmentsuch as Linfert
(1968, p. 430) claimed.Rather,a deep
socket has been cut into the backs of the
lower legs of the figure as if to secureit
to both a verticaland a horizontal
surface.The roughlypointed treatment
on the back of NM 3043 is not found
on any other marbleakroterionthat I
have examinedand seems, at least to my
eyes, inappropriatefor a figure so easily
visible from the western approachto the
Acropolis.Acropolis 6463: Brouskari

(1974, p. 171) noted that Acropolis
6463 was a relief fragment,not a
freestandingpiece nor akroterion,and
that it dated from the 2nd centuryA.C.
This observationwas confirmedby
Danner (1989, p. 92). Finlay Group,
LouvreMa 859: Neuman 1964, esp.
p. 140, pl. 79; Wester 1969, p. 117;
Danner 1989, p. 92; and Hamiaux
1992, p. 139. Both Danner (1989, p.
92) and Hamiaux (1992, p. 139) knew
that the Nike temple'sakroteriawere
bronze.
63. EM 6736a. Line 6: The photo
shows the first alpha,restoredin IG I3.
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Figure10. Fragmentary
building
account(IG13482; EM 6736a)from
theAthenianAcropolis.Courtesy

i

Museum,Athens
Epigraphical
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64. For bibliography,see
IG I, Supplement,p. 178, no. 331f;
IG 12 380+; IG IF482.
65. Boulter 1969, p. 135.
66. Boulter 1969, pp. 135136. Wurzburgfragment:Wurzburg
H 4696, 4701. LIMC V, p. 630, s.v.
Iason2; CVA,Wiirzburg,Martin von
Wagner Museum 4 [Deutschland71],
pl. 52 [3577].
67. My readingof this fragmentary
stone is indebted to many conversations
with Michael Dixon, John Morgan,T.
Leslie ShearJr.,and Ronald Stroud,
whom I here thank for their tireless
patience in answeringquite literally
hundredsof questions regardingAttic
epigraphy.

Soon after its discovery, this inscription was associated with the
Erechtheion as part of that temple's building accounts.64Boulter, however,
argued against this assignment. She suggested that the fragment's letter
forms found their closest parallelsin inscriptions of the mid-420s and she
called attention to differences between the format of the Erechtheion accounts and that preserved in IG I3 482.65Instead of associating the decree
with the Erechtheion, Boulter argued that IG I3 482 was an account for
the Nike temple in general and for the central akroterion in particular.To
supporther hypothesis, Boulter noted that Bellerophon had a strong mythical connection to Athena, that Pegasos was a common apotropaic shield
device, that Pegasi were sculpted for the helmet of the Athena Parthenos
and, most important, that a Bellerophon akroterion is painted on a wellknown mid-4th-century Gnathian red-figured amphora fragment in
Wurzburg (Fig. 11).66 Boulter'sconclusion is questionable and can be challenged on epigraphical, iconographic, and, most important, structural
grounds.
The size of the stele from which IG IP 482 comes cannot be determined without discoveryof further evidence.67While the letters are carved
stoichedon, there is no evidence of line length, and it is all but impossible
to assess the connection between the X[IaoLpa(together with the rightly
restored BsXXepoyovtr; and [Jik]yaao;), the [&x]pootopLov,and the frag-
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Figure11. Gnathianred-figured
amphorafragment(WuirzburgH
4696 + 4701), Bellerophonand
Pegasosas centralakroterion.
CourtesyMartin-von-Wagner-Museum,
Universityof Wuirzburg.Photo by K.
Ohrlein.

mentary totals preserved.68 A date of ca. 425-415, reached on the basis of
letter forms, is not enough to rule out a connection of the fragment to the
Erechtheion, and the closest parallels to IG IF482 do, in fact, come from
the Erechtheion accounts.6 Since such significant sections of the fragment are missing, there is no way to be certain of the relationship between
the hypothetical BeXXepogo6v-re;
group and the single NLxe4-- -]I listed,
nor is it absolutely certain that a Nike akroterion is referredto at all. The
preserved NLxe4 -- I]could referto any statue of the personification erected
in the late 5th century, of which several are known, in which case the
[a'x]po-re'pLovmight refer to the tips of the sculpture'swings.7 It is even
or
possible that NLx4[ -- I]is the start of a craftsman'sname such as NLXxe;a
NLxe'ta.. In short, there is nothing within the inscription to require that
the stele documented expenses for the Nike temple. Still, Boulter's hypothesis cannot be dismissed on simple epigraphical grounds. The impressive fragmentary totals listed on IG IF 482 correspond well with the
cost of a set of large gilt bronze sculptures and the most naturalreading of
[a'x]potrepLov
NLxe[- - - ], setting aside the punctuation in IG, is that the
68. This is nowheremore clearthan
in a comparisonbetween Boulter's
punctuationof the text and that of
Lewis in IG I3.As recordedabove,
Lewis places a comma between
[ax]pottpLov and NLx4[--- -]; Boulter

does not, and the choice allows for very
differentconclusions.
69. Paton (1927), pp. 383, 389. If
the fragmentaryinscriptionmust be
used to restorethe centralakroterionof
a majorAcropolis building, the
Erechtheionseems a much better

candidate.As descendantsof Poseidon,
Bellerophonand Pegasoshave a
strongericonographicconnection to the
Erechtheionthan to any other building
on the Acropolis.Indeed, the Ehoiai
(Hes. fr.43a; Gantz 1992, p. 314) shows
that Beilerophonreceivedthe winged
horse from his fatherPoseidon as a gift,
not that he capturedit with the aid of
Athena. Unfortunately,there is no
positive evidenceyet publishedconcerning the Erechtheion'sakroteriaor
their bases. Floral akroteriawere attri-

buted to that building by Praschniker
(1929, pp. 15-19) and laterby
Delivorrias(1974, pp. 191-192), who
noted that Praschniker'spieces might
be Roman copies. A more definite
answerto the question of the
Erechtheion'sakroteriaawaitsthe final
publicationof the restorationreportsof
the late AlexandrosPapanikolaou.
70. For dedicationsof Nikai see
IG I3 468; IG 112 403; Paus.4.36.6.
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inscription refers to some sort of Nike akroterion.7'These are the problems and ambiguities that motivated Lewis's placement of the fragment
within the rationesincertae.
Another objection to the restoration of a Bellerophon group atop the
Nike temple is that the restorationrepresentssomething of an iconographic
problem, a fact long acknowledgedby scholarsexamining the Nike temple's
sculpturalprogram.72At the very best, Bellerophon has a tenuous iconographic connection to Athens. In one version of his mythic cycle, Pindar
(01. 13.63-92) tells how Bellerophon slept within a sanctuaryof Athena
and that the goddess woke him and armed him with a divine bridle with
which he might capture Pegasos.73In addition, Bellerophon and Pegasos
appeartogether with Athena on a few south Italian vases.74These connections, however, seem to be countered by the fact that Bellerophon is one of
the most unpopular heroes in Attic art:he appears on a grand total of six
Athenian vases and never in 5th-century Attic sculpture.75Boulter'sreference to the Wuirzburgamphora fragment (Fig. 11) does not counter these
statistics since the vase was made almost a century after the Nike temple;
was Gnathian, not Athenian; and, more important, represents a purely
fictional Theaterszene(note the Ionic capitals combined with the Doric
frieze), a fact that has been acknowledged by most scholars who have discussed the vase since 1934.76
While Bellerophon certainly was a heroic figure and, in his role as
Greek monster-slayer,could have reflected5th-century Athens'well-known
obsession for the symbolic representation of its victory over the barbarian
Persians, Bellerophon was marked by two fairly significant flaws: hubris
and his Corinthian lineage.77Pindar (Isthm. 7.43-48) describes Bellerophon's pride and his failed attempt to ride Pegasos up to the heights of
Olympos, and Homer (II. 6.200-202) notes that this attempt made him
hateful to all the gods and that he was cast down and doomed to wander
the earth as a shunned cripple. This version of the myth, complete with
Bellerophon'sfall to earth, was current in Athens at the time of the Nike
71. In the Hellenistic period, a lifesize bronze statue cost 3,000 drs. (Diog.
Laert.6.35; Harrison1977a, pp. 139146; Stewart1990, p. 67). If the Nike
temple'scentralakroterionwas a sculpture group ca. 1.2-1.7 m tall, a very
rough minimum cost could be given as
3,000 drs.If the centralakroterionon
the opposite apexof the building and
also the angle akroteria(half-life-size =
ca. 1,500 drs.) are considered,a minimum total of three talentsis reached.
This amountreflectsthe cost of the
bronze.If the gilding which covered
the statuesand the cost of laborare
considered,the total amount spent on
these akroteriacould easily have
reachedand surpassedthe four talents
preservedin IG I3 482. If significant
attachmentswere made to these sculptures,as Giraudhas suggestedto me,

the amount could have been notably
more. Boulter arguedthat the large
amountlisted in IG IF482 might have
pertainedto other sculpturaladornment
of the Nike temple. If I have estimated
the height of the akroteriacorrectlyand
if IG IF482 happensto treatthe Nike
temple'sroof sculpture,then there is no
need to make that claim.The amounts
listed in IG IP482 correspondclosely to
the approximatecost of the gilt bronze
sculpture.The problem,of course,is the
fragmentarynatureof the inscription.
There is no positive connection linking
the stone to the Nike temple and, even
if there was, the totals arefragmentary
and can only providethe lowest possible
total for the account.
72. Below, note 81.
73. For the other dominantversion
of the story see note 69 above.

74. LIMC VII, s.v.Pegasos;Boulter
1969, p.135.
75. Boulter 1969, p. 136, note 19.
See also Brommer1955.
76. Ridgway(1999, p. 28, note 24),
in her discussionof the Wuirzburgfragment in the context of Euripides'Ion
(lines 200-205), cites Roux's(1984, p. 7)
conservativereadingof the text but does
not mention that the play'sreferenceto
Bellerophonand the Chimairais made
within the context of the Apollo temple'sfictional metopes, not its fictional
akroterion.FollowingZeitlin (1994,
p. 297, note 28), Ridgwaycarefully
points out that there is no physicalevidence for a Bellerophongroup at Delphi. There is no physicalevidencefor a
Bellerophongroup in Athens, either.
77. Castriota1992, pp. 138-183, and
note 81 below.
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temple's construction, as fragments of Euripides' Bellerophontes(ca. 425)
demonstrate.78The placement of this hero on the preeminent Athenian
victory monument-a hero who, in addition to being quite unpopular in
Athens, was known primarily for his destruction of the Chimaira and his
hubristic charge toward Olympos-seems slightly out of place and even
oddly ironic given the contemporaryhistorical circumstancesin which the
Athenian Empire was immersed.
This general iconographic problem with Bellerophon is aggravatedby
the hero'sCorinthian origin and political affiliations. It is well known that
Bellerophon had strong connections to Corinth and that he had enjoyed
great popularity there since the 6th century and perhaps earlier.79For late
5th-century Athens, however,therewas no city more hated.80Indeed, Kraay
has suggested that a unique issue of Poteidaiancoins, picturingBellerophon
riding Pegasos, was minted specifically to pay the Corinthian soldiers dispatched in 432 B.C. to aid Corinth in rebellion against Athens, making the
use of this emblematic Corinthian hero on the preeminent Athenian war
monument all the more unlikely.8'
Bellerophon as the central akroterionfor the Nike temple, finally,represents something of a structuralproblem in light of the central base and
its cuttings. There is no evidence for the existence of rearing, gilt bronze
horses in the Classical period, and the length: width ratio of the Nike

- 78. Fromwhat can be gleaned from
the fragments,Euripides'Bellerophon
rides to Olympos so that he might
challengethe gods for some wrong
done to him or to his wife, Stheneboia.
This trek is followed by the traditional
results,recountedby Pindar and
Homer, of the hero being cast down
from Olympos and of Pegasosbeing
made to pull Zeus' chariot as punishment for his own equine pride. Cropp
and Fick 1985, p. 77; Gantz 1992,
p.315.
79. CorinthVI, pp. 2-3; Gantz
1992, pp. 312-316.
80. Thuc. 1.121-122.
81. Kraay1976, pp. 84-85; Salmon
1984, p. 294; Calciati 1990, pp. 566567.
Some good hypotheseshave
been developedto explainthe placement of Bellerophonon the Temple of
Athena Nike. Simon (1985, pp. 272273) noted the Chimaira'straditional
point of origin in Lyciaand explained
the presenceof the Bellerophonconflict as an allusionto the Athenian
victory over Persia.Noting that the
presenceof Bellerophonon the Nike
temple was difficultto explain,

Boardman([1985] 1995, pp. 149,
170) agreedwith Simon and suggested
that the Chimairamight be read as a
mythic analogfor the multiheaded
armiesof Darius and Xerxes.The
implicationof both these hypotheses,
that the Athenians chose a Corinthian
as their representativehero, is left
unexplained.More recently,Holscher
(1997, pp. 145-146) explainedthe
presenceof Bellerophonon the Nike
temple as a direct allusionto the
PeloponnesianWar:"InAthen konnte
das Motiv des Bellerophondamals
sogar eine spezifischeBedeutung
gehabt haben:Die Chimairawurde seit
Homer in Lykienlokalisiert,und eben
nach Lykien hatte Athen zu Beginn des
PeloponnesischenKriegeseine Flotte
unter dem FeldherrnMelesandros
geschickt."This hypothesisis hardto
reconcilewith the historicalfacts.
While a representationof the Chimaira
might again symbolize Lycia,Holscher
does not mention that Melesanderand
a part of his men were slaughteredon
the very mission that he describes
(Thuc. 2.69). There is no reasonfor the
Athenians to commemoratethis defeat.
Stewart's(1985, p. 58) brieflystated

hypothesis,that the "quintessentially
Peloponnesian"Bellerophonwas
somehow appropriatedby the Athenians, is the only explanationthat
avoidsthe iconographicpitfalls noted
above.This notion of heroic appropriation has historicalprecedent.In the
Archaicperiod,the Athenians laid
claim to Salamisand Aegina by
introducingcults of Eurysakesand
Aiakos into Athens. See Kearns1989,
pp. 46-47; Stroud 1998, pp. 88-89.
The Spartansalso introducedthe
cult of Athena Alea to assertrights in
Tegea (Xen., Hell. 6.5.27). Palagia
(2000, p. 68) has recentlysuggested
that the presenceof Helen on the cult
statue base of Nemesis at Rhamnous
might constitute an attemptto summon awaythe greatestdeity of the
enemy duringtimes of war.However,
since no cult of Bellerophonwas
introducedinto Athens in the 5th
century,it is difficultto bring the
argumentin line with the mentioned
comparanda.The discoveryof new
evidence,however,might change the
picturedrastically.
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temple's central akroterion base fails to correspond to that of any freestanding equestrian statue base from the 6th to the 4th century.82These
problemsarecompounded by the evidencegained from the cuttings.Boulter
argued that the four "shallowercuttings towards the front of the blocks"have been used to support
she can mean only cuttings F-G-I-K-would
a Chimaira, while a rearing Pegasos would have been supported by a central strut C beneath the animal's body.83This is impossible. Even if the
clear differences between F, K and G, I are wrongly ignored, any beast set
into these cuttings would stand with all four paws in a direct line, an awkward and unstable pose unprecedented on quadruped bases.84This pose
also gives the Chimaira a maximum possible width of ca. 0.18 m, the distance between the edge of the base and Boulter'sproposed vertical support
for Pegasos'sbody. A hypothetical Chimaira of this size would present an
unimpressivefoe whose sausagelikeproportions not only fail to correspond
with the massive size of the base but also fail to meet the need for a large,
easily readablecomposition on the Nike temple bastion.85These problems
are further compounded by the undeniable symmetrical arrangement of
the cuttings, which demand a symmetrical composition; by the fact that
cuttings A, E, and J are left unexplained; and, finally, by the graduated
depths of cuttings G and I, which rule out the fastening of feet of any sort,

82. This ratio is almost alwaysat
least 2: 1. An early-5th-centurybronze
quadrupeddedicatedby Timarchos and
signed by Onatas restedon a column
capital-base(DAd 236, pp. 272-273;
EM 6263) measuring0.345 x 0.155 m
(2.2: 1), while anotherearly-5thcenturybronze equestriangroup
(DAd 88, pp. 95-96; EM 6261) was
held on a base measuring0.72 x 0.32 m
(2.25: 1). A mid-5th-centuryplinth
from the Acropolis (DAA 135, pp. 146152; Acropolis571) that originally
supportedbronze sculpturesof a man
standingby a horse measured1.80 x
0.87 m (2: 1), while the colossal,late5th-centurybronzeTrojanhorse made
by Strongylionand seen by Pausanias
176, pp. 208-209) stood
(1.23.8; D
on a base ca. 5.05 x 1.79 m (2.8: 1).
This same length-to-width ratio can be
observedin Sicilian and South Italian
bases that held equestrianakroteria;see
Szeliga 1981; Goldberg 1982, p. 200;
Danner 1997, pp. 46-49,62-68. While
the examplesabove representonly a
few instancesof an obviousparadigm,
they do serve as fair comparisonto the
Nike temple'scentralbase that was
rectangular,but only barelyso, measuring0.863 x ca. 0.60 m (1.4: 1) or,
with the width as restoredby Giraud,

0.863 x ca. 0.48 m (1.8: 1). In orderto
follow precedent,any hypothetical
equestriangroup that sat upon this base
would first have had to be mounted
with its broadside to the front of the
temple-a departurefrom all Sicilian
and South Italian comparanda-and,
second,would have had to be mounted
on a base the dimensions of which fail
to correspondwith any known
equestrianmodels. I thank Catherine
Keesling for discussingwith me these
dedicationsand their bases.
83. Boulter 1969, p. 140. The
marblehorses that adornedthe corners
of the AthenianTreasuryat Delphi
were supportedby columns of this sort
(FdD II, 8, pp. 43-44; FdD II, 9, pp.
182-187; Ridgway1993, p. 304 and
note 58); so, too, the marblehorses of
the Parthenon'swest pediment and the
horses of the Dioscuri from the Ionic
Temple of Marasain South Italy
(Palagia[1993] 1998, p. 45).
84. Above, note 82, for examples.
In these instances,the horse'slegs are
positioned to either side of an imaginaryaxis runningthroughits torso.
85. The length of the Chimaira
would have been dictatedby the length
of the base, 0.863 m., certainly

exceedingthat length.
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human or monster. When taken in conjunction with the lack of any solid
epigraphicalevidence and with the dubious iconographic connection, these
technical problems seem firmly to preclude the placement of a Bellerophon
group on the Nike temple's apex or, at the very least, on the extant base.86
While a Bellerophon and Pegasos group can be ruled out as a probable central akroterion, there remain several plausible alternate restorations, founded on the evidence of the cuttings on the base, which can
bring the reconstructionof the Nike temple's crowning sculptureback into
line with the known primary evidence and with the rest of the temple's
decorative program.
One attractivepossibility is that the Nike temple's central akroterion
base held a large gilded tripod (Figs. 12-13). Under this hypothesis, the
central bronze support for the tripod, undoubtedly sculpted, would coincide with central socket C (Fig. 12). The two front feet of the tripodwould
be placed in sockets F and K.87The third leg of the tripod could be restored on the missing part of the blocks.88As can be seen from the restored
axonometricplan in Figure 12, this solution allows the front of the tripod's
cauldron to extend over the sima edge in accordancewith contemporary
practice and follows quite closely the pattern of dowel holes discussed by
Shear in connection with the early-4th-century tripod base on the Monument ofthe Eponymous Heroes.89While pour-channelsB, D, and H might
seem large for a simple tripod, these deep grooves might have been necessaryif the tripod had an unusuallylarge footbase, not an impossible propo-

86. At the outset of my research,
I wanted to keep Boulter'sBellerophon
group on the Nike temple'scentralbase
since her hypothesiswas then considered the last word on the matter.The
only possible comparandafor such a
compositionwas JuirgenBorchhardt's
(1990, p. 75, fig. 32; 1993, pp. 48-49,
pl. 16) plastic model of a hypothetical
Bellerophongroup restoredon the
south facade of the Heroon of Perikle
in Limyra,a restorationbased on two
strangelyshapedmarblefragments
identified as horse'shooves (Borchhardt
1976, p. 89, fgts. 5-6, and p. 95). On
the basis of this model, I ignored the
comparandafrom Italy (above,note 82)
and positioned my Pegasosperpendicular to the axis of the temple. I placed a
strutunder the body of Pegasosin C
and one pair of Chimairapaws in
sockets F and K. I then invented two
correspondingpaws on the missing side
of the base. After making a model (on
the kind adviceof Mary Sturgeon),I
soon realizedthat this hypothetical
statuewas impossibleto restoreon the
Nike temple'scentralakroterionbase.

My forced compositionwas completely
irreconcilablewith the base'sproportions (they are simply too short for an
equestrianstatue;see above,note 82),
did not accountfor cuttingsA, E, G, I,
or J, and left no room on the south side
of the blocks for Pegasos'hooves (never
mind the fact that therewere no
fastening points for these hooves in the
first place!).I also realizedthe obvious
fact that this reconstructionfailed to
addressthe undeniablesymmetrical
arrangementof the dowel holes.
This being said, the possibility,
howeverslight, should be allowedthat
a Bellerophongroup stood on the
opposite, no longer extant,centralbase.
While this would have thrown
the building'sroof out of balance,
some might feel that the fragmentary
evidence of IG I3 482 is strong enough
to supportthe reconstruction.See
below,pp. 30 and 35, for another
explanationfor the puzzling content of
this inscription.Another possible
option is that the hypothetical
Bellerophon/Chimairagroupwas
somehow divided among the lateraland

centralbases-but the squarelateral
bases seem firmlyto rule out this
suggestion.
87. The centralpost need not have
been a plain column and would
probablyhave consisted of some sort
of sculptedfigure or group.Pausanias
saw such tripodson his visit to the
SpartanSanctuaryof Apollo at
Amyklai,three of which were supported by female deities or personifications. See Paus.3.18.7; Amandry
1988; Pollitt [1965] 1990, pp. 26, 3435; Brogan 1999, pp. 47-48. It is also
known that Lysandercommissioned
two tripods to celebratevictories over
the Athenians at Ephesos and
Aigospotamoi,both of which had
female sculpturessomehow incorporatedinto the tripods'structureas
supportingelements (Paus.3.18.7).
88. Giraud'srestorationof the base's
width to 0.48 m rules out this possibility, since the base would be too narrow
to supportthe tripod'sthird leg. See
above,note 21, however.
89. Shear 1970, pp. 163-165, fig. 8.
See also Mattusch 1994.
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Figure 12 (opposite).Central
akroterion base of the Temple of
Athena Nike, reconstruction.
Tripod, from the northwest and
northeast. Axonometric
drawingby M. Djordjevitch,2000

Figure 13 (above).The Temple of
Athena Nike with central akroterion
restored as tripod, east elevation.
Drawing by M. Djordjevitchand D. Giraud,
2000

3

sition if the central cauldron supportwas elaboratelysculpted. Holes A, E,
G, I, and J are not immediately explained.
In his still seminal study of the tripods at the Ptoion in Boeotia, P.
Guillon deduced that a tripod's height would never be less than twice the
distance between two feet.90By this rule, a restored tripod on the Nike
temple's central base should be at least 1.3 m high-twice the distance
between cuttings F and K-a height that corresponds closely with the
height of ca. 1.22 m hypothesized above.9"While it cannot account for all
the major cuttings on the base, a tripod is an attractivegeneral and traditional symbol of victory, one that would encompass agonistic as well as
martial triumph, a sphere over which Athena Nike held power.92Gilded
tripods are known among late-5th-century akroteria, among which the
bronze tripods made by Paionios for the Temple of Zeus at Olympia provides the one prominent, contemporary example (Paus. 5.10.4). A large
90. Guillon 1943, p. 47; also
Amandry 1988, pp. 112-113, 121-124.
91. The differencebetween the
cuttings typicallyfound on tripod bases
and those found on the centralakroterion base of the Nike temple is the
depth of the fastening.The central
columns of tripodsare typicallyset in
shallow,concavehollows, not in

massiveholes like that seen on the Nike
temple'scentralbase.The need for a
securefastening of the tripod to its base
in such a high position might explain
this discrepancy.
92. Shear 1970, pp. 169-170; Mark
1979, pp. 294-296; Morgan 1990,
pp. 43-47; Hurwit 1999, pp. 228-232;
and Papalexandrou1999.
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golden tripod could pointedly refer to the famous permanent war votives
on Marathon and Salamis and, more specifically,to the gilded tripod set
up in 478/7 at Delphi in commemoration of the Greek victory at Plataia.93
Another possibility is that the central base held a commemorative
trophy shown being set up, or otherwise flanked, by Nikai (Figs. 14-15).
Parallels for the iconography are found on the Nike temple parapet (Fig.
16), the Trophy Painter's name vase (ca. 450 B.C.; Fig. 17), several 4thcentury relief bases from the Acropolis, and a host of 5th- and 4th-century
gems and coins.94The sculpturalinspiration for the flanking Nikai could
have been the Nike in the hand of the Pheidian Parthenos or the akroteria
of the Parthenon proper,if Korres'srestoration of Nikai lateral akroteriais
followed, although it can fairly be assumed that their hairstyle, drapery,
and pose would have followed the style of the female figures of the east
frieze and of the Nikai of the parapet.95The precedent for the sculptural
representation of weapons and armor in bronze is provided by numerous
dedications in Delphi, Olympia, and Athens, and Pausanias(5.27.11) saw
a sculpted bronze trophywith a shield in the very center of the Altis, set up
by the Eleans to commemorate a late-5th- or mid-4th-century victory
over Sparta.96The Nike temple parapet provides the immediate iconographic parallel.97
Under this hypothesis, central socket C would have held the main
post of a trophy while cuttings F and K would each have held a single foot
of two Nikai (Fig. 14). The shape of cuttings F and K corresponds with
that of dowel holes where a single lead tenon was used to attach a sculpture's
heel to its base.98The cuttings' placement suggests either a pair of striding
figures moving away from the central trophy or moving toward it. In either case, cuttings A and E could easily have held the sculptures'nonweight-bearing legs with a simple dowel (Figs. 14 and 18). Unfortunately,
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Figure 14. Central akroterion base of
the Temple of Athena Nike, reconstruction. Trophy and flanking
Nikai, from the northwest and
northeast.Axonometric
drawingby
M. Djordjevitch,2000

93. Delphic tripod:Hdt. 9.81; Paus.
10.13.9; Vanderpool1966;West 1967;
Gauer 1968, pp. 90-91; West 1969;
Ridgway1977; Laroche 1989;
Bommelaerand Laroche 1991,
pp. 165-167; Stahler 1992, pp. 13-22;
Brogan 1999, pp. 49-52.
94. Parapet,Nike setting up a
trophy:see now Brouskari1999, pp.
171-177, pls. 18, 25, 36-40. Trophy
Painter:Boston 20.187, red-figured
pelike assignedby Beazley and Caskey
(1963, pp. 65-66) to ca. 450-440. See,
there assembled,most vases showing
trophies,none dated before the middle
of the century.Fourout of ten Attic
examplesshow a Nike erectingthe
trophy.Acropolisreliefs:Walter 1923,
pp. 190-193; Mark 1979, pp. 206-211.
Gems and coins: Kekulevon Stradonitz
1881,p. 1;Woelcke 1911, pls. X:7,
XI:2; Boardman1970, pls. 206,223,

226, 229, 293, 298. The fundamental
articleon the Greek trophyis still
Woelcke's(1911). The earliest
representationof a battlefieldtrophy
with Nikai is found on a late-6thcenturyblack-figuredfragmentfrom
the sanctuaryof the Kabeiroinear
Thebes. Immediatelyto the right of
this trophyis a wing that, considering
its height, must surelybelong to a Nike
stepping awayfrom the trophyshe has
just erected.This opinion was first
voiced by Bruns (1940, p. 123, pl. 19:7)
and was reaffirmedbyJanssen (1957,
pp. 61-62). Isler-Kerenyi(1970) has
collected other examplesandThone
(1999, pp. 63-64, 69; pl. 6:2-3) gives
furthercomparandaand a discussionof
the iconographictype.
95. Nike in the hand of the
Parthenos:Harrison1996, pp. 51-52.
ParthenonNike akroterion:Korres

1991, fig. 3; 1994b, pp. 61-64, fig. 8;
Korres,Panetsos,and Seki 1996, p. 25.
96. Dedication of arms:Hdt. 1.92;
Paus. 10.8.4-8 (golden shield of
Kroisos);Paus. 6.19.12 (Megarian
shield of ca. 510); Paus.5.10.4 (Spartan
shield at Olympia afterTanagra;see
below,pp. 31-32); Paus. 10.19.3
(Athenian shields at Delphi). Brogan.
(1999, pp. 44-47) gives an extensive
list. Olympia trophy:see below,note
107.
97. Thone 1999.
98. Single tenon, mounted in
sculpture'sheel: DAA 120, pp. 124-125
et al.; Formigli1984, with figs. 19, 36;
Haynes 1992, pp. 102-103, fig. 8;
Keesling 1995; Hausmann 1997, pl. 21;
Petrakos1997, pp. 79-80, 127-128,
140-141, figs. 2, 6, 8.
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Figure15. The Templeof Athena
Nike with centralakroterionrestored
as trophyandflankingNikai, east
elevation. Drawing by M. Djordjevitch
and D. Giraud,2000

99. Acropolis 994; Carpenter1929,
pl. VII. Brouskari(1999, pp. 171-177,
pls. 36-40) gives complete details and
bibliography.Extrapolationfrom the
Nike's two-dimensionalreliefgives a
foot placementidenticalto that
dictatedby the centralbase'scuttings.

damage to the blocks has eliminated all surface detail, and no weathering
traces of the proposed feet remain on the base. Even so, a tentative foot
size of ca. 0.15 m, or about half-life-size, can be restored if the hypothetical Nikai's heels areplaced in the relative center of cuttings F and K and if
the feet are extended diagonally to the edge of the base. A restored height
for the flanking Nikai of ca. 85-95 m (or half-life-size) is consistent with
this size of foot, the depth of the cuttings, the proposed height of the
lateral akroteria,the height of the Nikai on the parapet,and, interestingly,
the length of the central base itself (0.863 m). The Nike from the parapet
in the act of setting up a trophy, sculpted by Carpenter'sMaster B (Fig.
16), offers a nearly perfect parallel for these proposed flanking figures in
terms of pose and scale, and her basic stance has been used to restore the
exact position of the feet in the cuttings A, E, F, and K.99
In addition to accounting for the central post and the major flanking
cuttings, a restored trophy also explains cuttings G and I and hole J. As
noted above, cuttings G (Fig. 6) and I are marked by a distinctive slope to
their floors, a featurewhich makes any sort of traditional tenon impossible
to restore. If, however, a half-life-size shield (like that held by Acropolis
998 and 1004 from the parapet)is restoredleaning against the centralpost
and supported by two heavy pins fastened to the bottom of the shield's
back at a ninety-degree angle (Fig. 14), the mysterious slope of cuttings G
and I is explained and the proposed composition is brought in direct line
with the iconographic precedent provided by the Trophy Painter's name
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vase and other sources.100If the trophy was depicted in the process of being set up, the shield would have stood at the base of the central post.101
Hole J can then be read as a socket for fastening a spear angled against the
trophy proper or held by a Nike.102
This reconstruction is attractive for several reasons beyond its ability
to account for all of the base's cuttings. The proposed akroterion arrangement follows a traditionalheraldicakroterioncompositional type namely,
two women flanking a large vertical element like that seen on the Aphaia
temple at Aegina or that proposed by Korres for the H-architecture, and
can be viewed as a developed version of this Archaic model. 103This reconstruction also allows those who wish to associate IG I 482 with the Nike
temple to do so, since it enables Bellerophon and Pegasos to be restored as
a device on the shield at the base of the trophy, the shield becoming the
shield of a defeated Corinthian.104 A late-fifth-century incised grave stele
of Athanias, now in the Getty Museum, preserves this shield device and
offers a comparandum for the proposed shield's relief composition.105 A
100. The half-life-size shield is
based on the size of the flankingNikai
and the size of the shields on the
parapet(Acropolis998, 1004). A halflife-size shield (ca. 0.50 m) is also
almost exactlythe height of the
tympanum(0.52 m).
Cuttings G and I find a nice parallel
on the statue bases for zanes set up in
the Altis by Athens during the 112th
Olympiad. See OlympiaII, p. 151, fig.
92:7. Since Pausaniasreports(5.17.1)
that the statue of Zeus in the Temple of
Hera was armed,it seems appropriate
that severalof the statuesdedicatedto

him by dishonest athletes should also
have been shown in this guise, with
shields at their feet.
101. Note 94 above.
102. Spearholes within the context
of architecturalsculpture:Carpenter
1933, p. 23; Harrison 1967, p. 36; Shear
1970, p. 176, fig. 8; Palagia[1993]
1998, p. 28.
103. Aegina,pls. 50-55; Korres
1997a, p. 234. Courby(Delos XMI,
pls. 14-15) proposeda similarcomposition-central element with two flanking figures-for the centralakroterion
of the Athenian temple on Delos.

Figure 16 (left). Parapet of the
Temple of Athena Nike, Nike setting
up a trophy (Acropolis 994).
CourtesyDeutschesArchiiologisches
Institut,Athens(neg.72/2983)
Figure 17 (?ight). Red-figured pelike
(Boston 20.187), Nike setting up a
trophy.CourtesyMuseumof FineArts,
withpermission.
Boston.Reproduced
?2000, allrightsreserved.

104. As it has long been believed
that Corinthianbronze workshopswere
responsiblefor the manufactureof the
shield dedicatedby the Spartansafter
Tanagraat Olympia, the presenceof
the Corinthiandevice in the subordinate position on the shield is thus
appropriatelyironic. See Jeffery 1980.
105. Getty Museum 93.AA.47;
Gilman 1997, pp. 50-51. A similar
Bellerophon/Chimairacomposition is
preservedin a circularfield on a redfiguredepinetronin the National
Museum, Athens NM 2179; Boulter
1969, fig. 36:a.
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Figure18. Centralakroterionbase of
the Templeof AthenaNike, reconstruction."Paioniostype"Nike over
shield, with flanking Nikai, from the
northwest and northeast. Axonometric
drawingby M. Djordjevitch,2000
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restored shield at the trophy'sbase can also explain the puzzling reference
to xeuctov
-ciO Tn5p6
-cCtveco in the HezCL'-CX-CoV&OC6T-iornt58o~
katompedon treasurylist IG 112 1425, lines 103-104, and this entry'sconnection to the preceding entry xpom`ovS(n-CqX-coV
anOi -c6ov&XpCO-cptcov
TO VecO-c Ntxks (lines 101-102): the gold might have come from the
akroterion'sshield, not a shield from the bastion wall or elsewhere, a nice
explanation as to why "the gold from the shield on the temple" is so consistently associatedwith the gold from the Nike temple's akroteria.'06The
reconstructedtrophy would have been acceptable as a symbol for Athena
in her guise as Nike, as it has long been known that a trophy was not
always placed on the spot where the battle's course turned toward victory
but was sometimes a general thank offering made to the god who granted
victory; witness the Elean dedication of a sculpted bronze trophy with an
inscribed shield in the Altis sometime after 421.l7 A trophy being set up
by Nikai might have provided the basis for Aristophanes' famous reference to this same act in Lysistrata(lines 317-318) produced in 411 B.C.,
and the sculptural composition would have been more than appropriate
when juxtaposed against the famous and permanent Athenian war monuments at Marathon, Salamis, and the trophies set up around the base of
the Great Bronze Athena. Such an arrangement might even have served
as the conceptual model for the Nikai erecting trophies on the parapet.108
The restoration of either a tripod or a trophy as the Nike temple's
central akroterionsolves the problem of central socket C, but neither may
be satisfactory to some. While there is evidence of gilded tripods serving
as temple akroteriain the late 5th century (a practice to be made famous
within the context of later choregic monuments) and while there are undeniable iconographic comparandafor Nikai erecting trophies within the
context of the Nike temple's own decorative program,it is not known that
either hypothesis was ever the subject of a central akroterioncomposition
of a temple. While the lack of absolute iconographic parallel should not
rule out the preceding hypotheses (indeed, none of the Nike temple'ssculptural decoration was canonical), it does require that other possibilities be
explored.
A third possible solution to the problem is offered by the other famous gilded Nike akroterion known from the 420s: the Nike cast by
Paionios which crowned the apex of the Temple of Zeus at Olympia.
Pausanias (5.10.4) notes:
There is a gilded cauldronat Olympia at either edge of the temple
roof and a Nike, also gilded, standingover the center of the pediment.
106. Of course,,poq with the dative
can mean "before"or"on"as translated
by Hamilton (2000, AB 50). See above,
pp. 3-4.
107. Elean trophy:Paus.5.27.11.
Pausaniassaw other permanenttrophies outside battlefieldcontexts,one
in the Agora of Argos to commemorate a victory over the Corinthians
(2.20.1) and anotherin the Altis to
commemoratea victory over the

Arkadians(6.21.2). See Rouse 1902,
p. 99, and Pritchett 1972, pp. 248,253,
258-259.
108. Robert 1929, pp. 15-16;
Vanderpool1966;West 1969; Wallace
1969; Petrakos1995, pp. 27-30; Korres
1997b, p. 104; Brogan 1999, pp. 51-52.
Trophieson the base of the Bronze
Athena: Stevens and Raubitschek1946;
Hurwit 1999, p. 25.
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A dedicatedgold shield with the Gorgon cast on it stood at the feet of
the Nike.'09
It is generally accepted that the gilded shield on top of the Zeus temple'spediment was dedicated by the Spartansafter their defeat of the Athenians at Tanagra in 457 and that the gilded Nike akroterion, made by
Paionios, was added later, possibly raised above the shield after 421 to
celebrate various victories of the Quadruple Alliance (Mantineia, Argos,
Elis, and Athens)."0 Based on the blocks used during the 4th-century
reconstruction of the Temple of Zeus, Peter Grunauerprovided a convincing technical reconstruction of that temple's central akroterion composition."' In his analysis of the temple's east facade, Grunauer discovered
that a fragment of the pedimental apex block (Zeustempel fgt. 2142) also
served as the central akroterionbase (Fig. 19:a).The fragment was marked
by two unusual features.The first was the trace of a wide flat bedding, in
the right half of the block, which measured ca. 0.30 m from the center of
the base. Grunauer restored this bedding to a width of ca. 0.60 m. on the
grounds that the bedding would have been placed symmetrically on the
base."12The second was a deep (ca. 0.35 m) central socket, ca. 0.10 m in
diameter, which Grunauer noted must have held a heavy post of some
sort, possibly a stone or bronze tenon which secured a block on top of the
apex block."13 Working with this physical evidence, and with Pausanias'
description as a guide, Grunauer restored the Spartan shield fastened to
this central block. He then restoredthe gilded Nike akroterionof Paionios
on top of the block on which it would have been placed at the completion
of the 4th-century reconstruction of the temple's east facade."14
A similar method might have been used to attach a gilded statue onto
the central post set in cutting C of the Nike temple's central akroterion

109. Olympia akroterion:Olympia
V, no. 253; Pomtow 1922; HofkesBrukker1967, pp. 10-12; Holscher
1974; Ridgway1981, pp. 108-111;
Clairmont1982; ML, pp. 79,223-224;
SEG XXII 413; Jeffery,LSAG2, p.
129; Pollitt [1965] 1990, pp. 71,
186, note 31; Stewart 1990, pp. 8992; Rolley 1994, pp. 363-364; 1999,
pp. 123-124.
110. The date for the contest for
the akroterionof the Temple of Zeus at
Olympia is based on the common view
that the Nike of Paionioswas made
sometime after425 (almost certainly
ca. 421, following the Peace of Nikias)
and that its famous base refersto an
event that had alreadytakenplace,
namely the battle of Sphakteria.
See Paus.5.26.1; OlympiaIII, pp. 182194; OlympiaV, no. 253; ML, pp. 79,
223-224; H6lscher 1974, p. 82;
Ridgway1981, pp. 108-111; Board-

man [1985] 1995, p. 36; SEGXXXII
413; Jeffery,LSAG2, p. 129; Pollitt
[1965] 1990, pp. 71, 186, note 31;
Stewart 1990, pp. 89-92; Ridgway
1999, p. 29, note 28. However,if line 4
of the base'sinscriptionwas carved
later,as suggestedby Pomtow (1922,
p. 57), then the contest for the akroteria
was obviouslyconductedafterthe erection of the marbleNike and its pillar.
While Meiggs and Lewis (ML, pp. 79,
223-224) have concludedthat line 4 is,
in fact, original,their readinghas not
been universallyaccepted,most notably
byJeffery (1980, p. 1234, note 4).
111. Grunauer1981, pp. 270-272.
Since it is known that other architecturalsculpturefrom the Temple of
Zeus was repairedand restoredto the
facade afterthe 4th-century earthquake,it seems safe to assumethat the
akroterialsculpturewas restoredas well.
See Grunauer1981, pp. 279-280;

Kyrieleis1997, p. 14. I thank Ben
Millis for photographingthe 4thcenturybase in the springof 1999 and
Ahmad Sadriand Lou Lombardifor
many helpful comments made while I
examinedthe base in situ duringMay
of 1999 and 2000, respectively.
112. Grunauer1981, p. 271, pl. 26.
113. The apex block is very badly
damagedand has been subjectto heavy
weatheringsince the originalexcavation of the temple in the 19th century.
The stepped cuttings behind Grunauer'scentralpost are not analogousto
pour-channelsB and D of the Nike
temple'scentralakroterionbase.These
two stepped cuttings may have held
anotherdowel for the crowningmarble
member,but they are not pourchannels.
114. Grunauer1981, pl. 29.
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Temple of Olympian Zeus, Olympia,
Zeustempel fgt. 2142 (after Grunauer 1981,fig.

Temple of Athena Nike
91)

base (Figs. 18-20). Since the central akroterionwas a half-life-size bronze,
no bedding for a second marble member would have been necessary.The
post could have been given a modest decorative capital and the bronze
Nike could have been attached directly to it. As noted, the post was rooted
0.206 m into the base and was fastened further,to an unknown depth, into
the tympanum wall. This deep cutting would have provided more than
enough support for a half-life-size Nike. If this seems implausible,it might
be argued that the presence of wide pour-channels B and D suggest that
there was some sort of secondarymarblemember atop the centralakroterion
base, even if no shallow bedding is preservedon the badly damaged blocks.
The lengths of B and D, which extend 0.15 m from the central post, indicate that lead was not funnelled directly into the socket but rather was
introduced into the socket from a distance. The presence of a crowning
block atop the central base might explain this otherwise puzzling procedure.115As can be seen from Dinsmoor's state plan of the Nike temple's
central akroterionbase (Fig. 6) and the axonometric drawing (Fig. 18), the
size of cuttings B, D, G, and I suggest restored horizontal dimensions of
ca. 0.30-ca. 0.23 m for the hypothetical crowning block. If Giraud's restored base width is used (0.48 m; see above, note 21), that crowning block
is exactly 0.10 m from both the front and the back of the base when centered over C.
This "Paionios type" restoration solves the problem of the cuttings
(Fig. 18). C, of course,would have held the central post or a massive dowel
secured into the marble base, while the unusual sloping cuttings G and I
would have held the bottom of the shield below the flying Nike. Cuttings
A, E, F, and K can then be read as attachment points for the feet of symmetrical Nikai flanking the central post, similar to those proposed for the

(see note 19)

Figure 19. Restored sections, apex
block and central akroterion base.
Drawing by M. Djordjevitch,2000

Figure 20 (opposite).The Temple of
Athena Nike with central akroterion
restored as Nike over shield, with
flanking Nikai, east elevation.
Drawing by M. Djordjevitchand D. Giraud,
2000

115. Lead was poureddirectly
aroundthe deep dowel fastening noted
by Stevens and Raubitschek(1946,
esp. figs. 4-5) on the base blocks for
Pheidias'Great Bronze Athena. This
same procedureseems to have been
used to erect the posts held in the row
of deep sockets in the low base set over
the south terracewall of the Athenian
Treasuryat Delphi: FdD II, 8, pp. 6163, esp. 62; Stihler 1992, p. 8; Amandry 1998, pp. 83-84. The deep sockets
on top of the GreatAltar at Pergamon,
discussedby Stewart(forthcoming),
might also have receivedlead directly
into their sockets.The pour-channels
seen in the drawingsin Hoepfner 1996,
pp. 128-129, fig. 12, esp. PA 7 and PA
14, might belong to a second phase.
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Figure 21. Parapet of the Temple of
Athena Nike, Nike standing before a
bull (Acropolis 7098). Courtesy
Deutsches Archolo Isches Institut,Athens
(neg. 72/2979)

trophy except stepping away from the central figure toward the Athenian
skies.16 The feet of the Nike standing before a bull on the Nike parapet
sculpted by Master F (Fig. 21; Acropolis 7098) match cuttings A, E, F,
and K when extrapolated into three dimensions, and her pose has been
used, above, for restoring those of the flanking Nikai.117 The sculptural
inspiration for the Nike flying over the shield could have been the Nike in
the hand of the Pheidian Parthenos, the akroteriaof the Parthenon proper,
or the akroterion of Paionios at Olympia, probably closely related to his
famous marble Nike (Fig. 22).118 The asymmetrical cutting J can be explained as the fastening point for a spear-end and, on this evidence, it can
116. Placing a total of three Nikai
on each apex may seem extravagant.
This did not seem to concern the designers of the parapetor of earlierakroterion compositions,some of which had
as many as three Nikai on the same
facade. See Danner 1989, pp. 42-46,
and now VokotopoulouandTsigarida
(1993), who discuss an imposing new
group of Late Archaic Nike akroteria
now in the PolygirosMuseum, Chalkidiki. I thank Antonis Kapetanakifor
his helpful comments made while I
examinedthis group in summer2000.
In any case, as noted, the building was
aestheticallyand structurallyprepared
to supportsuch an imposing composition (see above,pp. 17-18).
Naturally,if this arrangementholds,
then the six Nikai on the Nike temple's

apices might be matchedwith the four
on the corners.Ten gilded Nikai would
have obviouslyrecalledthe ten Athenian tribes establishedby Kleisthenes,a
numberand referencethat seems to
have been of particularinterestto Pheidias, as witnessed in his design of the
Parthenonfrieze. See Harrison 1984,
pp. 230-234; Beschi 1984, p. 187;
Politt 1997, p. 55; and Hurwit 1999,
p.223.
117. Acropolis 7098: Brouskari
(1999, pp.210-213, pl. 61) gives
complete details and bibliography.
118. Pheidian Nike: Harrison
1996, pp. 51-52. Parthenosakroteria:
Korres,Panetsos,and Seki 1996, p. 25.
Date of Olympia akroterion:see above,
note 110.
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Figure22. The Nike of Paionios,
Olympia.OlympiaMuseum.
CourtesyDeutsches Archaologisches
Institut, Athens (neg. Hege 663)

119. The lefthand flankingNike of
Fig. 20 is restoredcarryinga helmet.
The righthandflankingNike holds a
pomegranate.This reconstructionis
based on the known attributesheld in
the hands of the xoanonin the ceila below (FGrHist373 F2; Mark 1993,
pp. 123-125) and on the presenceof
similarattributesdepicted in vase
painting (e.g., LIMC VI, p. 105;ARV2,
p. 822). The lefthand Nike is restored
touching the shield in a mannercomparable to that displayedby the Parthenos
(Harrison 1996, figs. 5-9) and a similar
stance is seen in the vases (e.g., LIMC
VI, p. 311;ARV2, p. 615). The righthand Nike rests her spearlike LeQuire's
Parthenos(Harrison 1996, fig. 9). A
wreath has been restoredin the crowning Nike's right hand after the Nike in
the hand of the Parthenos(Harris 1995,
V. 94-96; IG IP342, lines 2-4) and after
examplesin contemporaryred-figure
vase painting (e.g., LIMC VI, p. 310;
ARV2, p. 613). The phiale in her left
hand is also based on contemporary
Attic vases (e.g., LIMC VI).
120. See note 10 above.

be supposed that the flanking Nikai may have been carrying weapons to
dedicate to the goddess, just as they do on the parapet."l9
This solution is appealing because it accounts for all the cuttings on
the Nike temple's central akroterionbase, follows the evidence of the only
architecturalcomparanda(Fig. 19:a-b), and is iconographically appropriate to the building. The "Paionios type" reconstruction allows those who
wish to associate IG I3 482 with the Nike temple to do so by placing the
Corinthian hero on the shield at the foot of the post, here again the shield
being the shield of a defeated Corinthian. The restored shield beneath the
flying Nike again nicely explains the Hekatompedon inventory references
to "the gold from the shield on the temple" and this entry's consistent
The
connection to "the gold from the akroteriaof the Temple of Nike."''20
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Figure23. "PaioniosType"
Nike monumentsof the late 5th
century B.C.

1. The Monumentof the
Messenians and Naupaktians,
Olympia (afterHerrmann1972)

2. The gildedNike akroterionof
Paionios,the Templeof Zeus,
Olympia(afterGrunauer1981)
3. The Monument of the Messenians
and Naupaktians, Delphi (after Pomtow

..________

1922 andJacqueminand Laroche1982)

-A--

4. TheTempleofAthena Nike,
Athens
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Note change in scale.
Drawing by M. Djordjevitch,2000

association of a composition type invented by Paionios in the mid-420s, a
soaring Nike over a shield, is more than appropriatefor the Nike temple
and lends further strength to the hypothesis, since most scholars identify
Paionios with Carpenter'sMaster B of the Nike temple parapet.'2'Moreover, it is an undisputed fact-established by the well-known inscription
on the base of the marble Nike at Olympia-that Paionios was the acknowledged masterwhen it came to the design of gilded Nikai akroteria."22
Indeed, if the above proposition is tentatively accepted, the Nike temple's
central akroterion becomes one of several "Paionios type"victory dedications designed and erected by Paionios for Athens or her allies after 425, a
set that plausibly includes Paionios' triangularpillar monument at Delphi,
his marble Nike at Olympia, and his gilded bronze central akroterionfrom
the Temple of Zeus (Fig. 23).123
121. Master B as Paionios:Carpenter 1929, pp. 23-35; Hofkes-Brukker
1967, pp. 41, 57-58; Ridgway1981,
p. 110; Stewart1985, p. 68; Rolley 1999,
p. 124. Against the attributionsee now
Brouskari1999, pp. 59-60.
122. See note 110 above.
123. Messenian and Naupaktian
pillarmonumentsat Delphi: Pomtow
1922;Jacqueminand Laroche 1982;
Jacquemin1999, no. 342; and Rolley
1999, p. 124. The Nike temple'sNikai
were exactlyone-half the scale of these
other,more famous,"Paioniostype"
Nikai.Jacqueminand Laroche(1982,
pp. 201-204, figs. 5-6) argued,on the
basis of the very puzzling cuttings on the
surfaceof the Messenian monument at
Delphi, that this monument supporteda
tripod.While there are some problems
in placing a tripod into these strange
cuttings, the Jacquemin/Larochehypo-

thesis works nicelywith my first reconstructionand does nothing to disassociate Paionios from the project:Paionios
made the gilded bronze tripodsthat
crownedthe cornersof the Temple of
Zeus at Olympia, and so it is entirely
reasonableto suppose that he carriedout
a similarprogramfor the Temple of
Athena Nike at Athens. See above,
pp. 25-26.
Locally,the Nike temple'scentral
akroterionmight have been readas the
sculpturalanalogfor the entire bastion,
since the Nike temple itself was positioned directlyover a single dedication
of ninety-nine shields attachedto the
tower'sporos sheathing.That the bastion'sshields were hung as a single dedication is suggestedby the precisionwith
which the horizontalrowswere cut.Two
options seem particularlytempting with
regardto the originalcontext of the

dedication.The first is that the shields
belonged to the famous dedicationof
Persianarmsmade by Alexanderafter
Granicusin 334 (Arr.,Anab. 1.17). The
second is that these shields came from
the majorityof the 120 Spartans
capturedat Sphakteriaand returnedto
Athens by Kleon in 425 (Thuc. 4.38.5).
Kagan (1974 [1991], pp. 247-252) gives
a vivid accountof the reactionin Athens
at the time. Pausanias(1.15.5) saw some
of these shields hung in the Painted Stoa
but he doesn'tsay how many.Certainly,
there could be no better place in all of
Athens to show off the spoils from what
Thucydides (4.40) thought was the most
spectacularconflict of the war.I will
discussthe iconographicand historical
ramificationsof this restorationin a
futurestudy.
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Figure 24 (left). Nike akroterion
(Agora S 312) from the Agora,
Athens. CourtesyASCSA,Agora
Excavations
Figure 25(right). Parapet of the
Temple of Athena Nike, Nike
leading a bull (Acropolis 972).
CourtesyASCSA,AlisonFrantzCollection

As for the subject matter of the angle akroteria,little can be said with
certainty.Most scholars agree that the lateral bases held Nikai, and this is
probably correct.'24The hypothesis is appropriate for the little building,
corresponds nicely with the physical evidence, and is in line with what has
been arguedabove.These Nikai could have mirroredthe Nikai lateralakroteria of the Parthenon proposed by Korres.'2'Like the proposed trophy
and Nikai of the central base, the Nikai on the Nike temple's roof might
have served as the inspiration for the Nikai of the parapet that, soon after,
was installed atop the bastion. These Nikai should probably be restored
holding wreaths or spoils of war to be dedicated to Athena.126 As to the
appearanceof these bronze Nikai angle akroteria,the well-known marble
Nike akroterionfrom the Agora (Fig. 24) or a freestandingversion of Master
124. Thompson (1940, p. 199);
Dinsmoor (1950, p. 187); Boulter
(1969, p. 138); Boersma(1970, p. 179);
Danner (1989, p. 86); Boardman,
([1985] 1995, p. 149); and, more recently,Holscher (1997, p. 145); Hurwit
(1999, p. 230); Ridgway(1999, p. 102,
note 39); and Thone (1999, p. 62) have
all believed that the angle akroteria
were golden Nikai.
125. Korres1991, fig. 3; 1994b,
pp. 61-64, fig. 8; Korres,Panetsos,and

Seki 1996, p. 25; Hurwit 1999, pp. 169,
187,212,230.
126. Isler-Kerenyi(1969, pp. 101103) arguedthat Nike's status as a
singlepersonificationwould have made
her inappropriateas angle akroteria
since there would be four.A glance at
the parapetshows that this position, at
least in regardto the late 5th century,is
untenable.See Danner (1989, pp. 4246) for other examplesof multiple
Nikai as angle akroteria.
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B's Nike leading a bull (Fig. 25) supported by a single bronze strut might
provide the basic arrangement of the body while the well-known head
from the Agora discussed above (Fig. 2) provides a nice general model for
their gilded heads.'27

THE NIKE TEMPLE AND ATHENIAN
IN THE LATE 5TH CENTURY

NIKE

In addition to the seven battlefield trophies noted by Thucydides as having been erectedby Athens in the yearsimmediately preceding the completion of the Nike temple and the famous golden tripod at Delphi, the Athenians were enormouslyproud of the permanent,marblevictory monuments

127. Agora B 30: above,p.5 and
note 17. Lateralakroteriasupportedby
single struts:Delos Museum A 4279,
4283 (DelosXXXIV,pp. 25,28-29);
Athens NM 1723 (Delivorrias1974,
pp. 122-123, figs. 39-40; Harrison
1990, pp. 177-179, fig. 14:a-b). Several
freestandingfemales from the Nereid
Monument are supportedin a similar
manner:BM 909-911, 915, and 918
(XanthosVIII, pls. 78-80, 86-101).
The mannerof gilding appliedto
the Agora head matches the proposed
processby which the Nike temple akroteriawere gilded and the size of the
piece, about half-life-size, corresponds
nicely with what has been extrapolated
from the akroterionbases.The Agora
head is almost alwaysdated to the late
5th century(althoughsee note 17
above)and is often thought of as belonging to an akroterion,its lack of
small details and its pronounced
featuressuggestingthat it was meant to
be seen from a distance(Houser 1979,
p. 222; Ridgway1981, p. 124; Mattusch
1996, pp. 121-129; Brogan 1999,
p. 325). Of course,these interesting
coincidencesall suggest the possibility
that the Agora head might originally
have belonged to one of the Nike
temple'sakroteria.The fact that
fragmentsof the Nike temple parapet
(Harrison1960, pp. 376-377 and
pl. 83) and of the Nike temple frieze
(Harrison1972b) have been found over
the courseof the excavationsin the
Agora make this an intriguing
possibility,but nothing certaincan be

said unless furtherevidenceis discovered.
Thompson (1940, p. 199) considered and rejectedthis possibility,based
on 1) the notion that the details on the
back of the Agora head would not have
been visible to the viewer,2) his
opinion that the gold leaf found on the
Agora head was too thick to be applied
to architecturalsculpture,and 3) "the
fact that [the head having] been
strippedof its gold would scarcelyhave
justified the complete discardingof the
statue as an akroterion."The first point
has no basis in the ancient evidence,
since the backs of most figuralakroteria
of the late 5th centurywere finished,
sometimes quite beautifully.The
second point is contradictedby the
evidencediscussedabove,esp. pp. 4-5.
The final point incorrectlyassumesthat
the head was thrown awayby someone
who caredabout its originalpurpose.
Thompson himself demonstratedthat
the piece had been robbedfor its
preciousmetals.I doubt that the
thieves were concernedwith their
stolen piece'spotentialfor reuse.
(Interestingly,Thompson [1940, p.
204] thought that the Agora head was
strippedof its gold by the Athenian
tyrantLachares[ca. 300-295]. He was
followed by Harrison [1977b, p. 424]
and Habicht [1997 (1999), p. 86]. A
very specific referencein Demosthenes'
AgainstTimocrates[24.121]to the
plunderingof &a
axpcr'ptom-cISNtkxt
before the summerof 353 is consistently ignored in the literature.)
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that they had established at Marathon, Salamis, and Psyttaleia.'28These
three columnar offerings may have replicated the Kallimachos column or
another important pillar dedication set up on the Acropolis immediately
after Marathon, and they have been plausibly restored as being topped by
These permanent markersattested to the
Nikai or trophies of some sort.129
everlasting areteof the Athenian citizen and importantly, as Wallace has
shown, were always placed within prominent geographical settings to
maximize their dramatic impact.'30Indeed, the monuments on Salamis
and Psyttaleia were established in their respective positions not only to
mark the general site of the Persian naval defeats but also to be highly
From
visible from Athens in general and from the Acropolis in particular."3'
their prominent positions in the Attic countryside, these trophy monuments captured the imagination of the Athenian population. The sophist
Kritias refers to Athens merely as "that city which set up the white trophy
at Marathon,"while in at least three passages, in the Knights, the Wasps,
and the Lysistrata,Aristophanes attributesgreat virtue to those who strive
to be worthy of the blazing Marathon monument.'32The 4th-century orators took up this motif and used the Marathon and Salamis trophies as
superlativephysical embodiments of metaphysicalvirtue to which all might
aspire.'33It is no wonder that Demosthenes (Rhod.35) chooses this closing to his plea for Rhodian freedom: "Consider,then, that your ancestors
set the trophies up not that you might gaze at them in awe but that you
Implicit in this
might imitate the valor of those who erected them."1134
testimony is the prominent placement and powerftil psychological impact
of these Athenian victory dedications; even well into the 4th century,the
Athenian trophy monuments were highly visible, well-known objects of
wonder.

128. PeloponnesianWar battlefield
trophies set up by the Athenians:
Thuc. 1.105.6, set up nearMegarain
ca. 460 to markthe defeat of the
Corinthians;Thuc. 1.63.1, set up near
the Isthmus of Poteidaiain 433 to
markthe defeat of the Poteidaians;
Thuc. 2.84.4, set up near the Gulf of
Patrasat Molykreionin 429 to mark
the defeat of the Peloponnesianfleet;
Thuc. 2.92.4-5, set up at Antirrhion
to markthe "defeat"of the Peloponnesian fleet at Naupaktosin 429; Thuc.
3.91.5, set up nearTanagrato markthe
defeat of the Tanagransin 426; Thuc.
3.109.2, set up nearOlpai to markthe
defeat of the Peloponnesiansin 426;
Thuc. 4.12.8 and 4.14.5, two trophies
set up at Sphakteriaafter the defeat of
the Spartansin 425.
129. For the marbletrophiessee

West 1969; Korres1997b, p. 107; and
now Brogan 1999, pp. 51-52. Marathon dedication,restoredby Vanderpool with a Nike setting up a trophy:
Paus. 1.32; Vanderpool1966; and now
Petrakos1995, pp. 27-30. Salamisand
Psyttaleiadedications:Paus. 1.36;
P1.,Menex.245a; Plut., Arist.9;
Wallace 1969. There was a trophy
dedicationat Plataia,but its date of
establishmentand location areuncertain;it is not mentioned in
Herodotus'detaileddescription(9.85)
of the battlefieldand was not placed
where the Persianswere routed.
See Paus. 9.2.4-5; Robert 1929, pp. 1516. Kallimachosmonument:ML,
pp. 33-34, no. 18; Korres1994a,
p. 178.
130. Wallace 1969.
131. The Acropolis'aesthetic

commandof the sea and of the
Salamis/Acropolisaxiswas important
alreadyin the mid-5th century.
As Hurwit (1999, p. 230), following
Djordjevitch(1994), has most recently
pointed out, the Great Bronze Athena
was aligned so that it might greet the
Panathenaicprocessionand gaze out
on the site of the great navalvictory.
132. Kritias:Vanderpool1966,
p. 102, note 19; the translationis that
of B. Rogers,cited by Vanderpool
(1966, p. 102, note 18). Trophyat
Marathon:Knights1334; Wasps711,
fgt. 413 K (cited in West [1969]);
Lys.285.
133. West 1969.
134. See also Plut., Them.3.4;
Plut., Mor. 84C, 185A, 80GB;Phld.,
Rhet.2.205.32.
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Whichever of the three proposed restorations for the Nike temple's
central akroterion is preferred,it is appropriate to understand the architecture of the Nike temple, and its crowning sculpture,within the context
of this type of permanent, prominent, Athenian war votive. The Nike
temple's central roof sculpture-whether a large tripod, a trophy, or a
"Paionios type" Nike-standing high above the city of Athens uses the
same allegoricalvocabularyevidenced at Marathon, Salamis, and the other
prominent sites on which the Athenians erected monuments to their military triumphs. The bright gilding of the akroteria and, more important,
their impressive size allowed them to be distinguished amid the surrounding monumental topography of the west slope of the Acropolis. Indeed,
because of their location-both joined to and apart from Athena's great
temenos-the meaning of these crowningsculptures,whatevertheir original
form, was defined by their relationship to other prominent Athenian victory dedications both on and off the great rock. If a tripod is restored on
the Nike temple centralakroterionbase, then the Athenian tripod at Delphi
and the tripods of the Eponymoi become the dominant referents. Likewise, a restored trophy would recall the Athenian monuments at Marathon and Salamis and the parapet wall immediately below. A "Paionios
type"Nike directly alludes to (and inspired?) Paionios' Nikai at Olympia
and maybe even his monument at Delphi (Fig. 23), all monuments to the
later battles of the Archidamian War. Large flanking Nikai on the lateral
bases would have served as successive exclamation points to an already
powerful statement. These external referents are matched and amplified
by the obvious elaboration and repetition of victory themes found internally on the Acropolis itself: the Nike in the hand of the Parthenos, the
Nike that may havebeen held in the hand of Pheidias'Great Bronze Athena,
the Nike seen on east metope 4 of the Parthenon, the Nike who drives
Athena's chariot in the west pediment, the golden Nikai dedicated in 426/
5, the large bronze Nike dedicated after Sphakteriain 425 and, of course,
the veritable crowd of Nikai decorating the Nike temple's own parapet
which directly imitated the akroteriain size and may have followed them
in pose and form if not in style.135In every case, the meaning of the Nike
temple'scrowning sculptureforms and is informed by Athenian war monuments in both periphery and polis. This constant reference to martial
achievementwas reinforcedrepeatedlywithin the Nike temple'sown sculpturaldecorationnot only by the allusionin the pediments to possibly mythical combats and, on the frieze, to historical Athenian victories, but also by
the carving of at least five and probably as many as twelve trophies being
gloriously erected by Nikai on the parapetwall.136

135. Nikai: Hurwit 1999, p. 230,
with references.Parapet:above,note 3.
136. Harrison1972a and 1997.
Pemberton(1972, p. 304) rightly
identified the tree hung with a helmet
on block I of the west frieze as a trophy.
I thank Ian Jenkins,Assistant Keeper
of Greek and Roman Antiquities,
British Museum, for his kind permis-

sion to inspect and measurethis block.
Some scholars(Kardara[1961, p. 85];
Simon [1985, p. 276]) have also
identified the sculptedrelief on the
south side of Nike east frieze block B
as a trophy.It is not. This fragmentary
reliefwas identified as a leg by Ross
(Ross, Schaubert,and Hansen 1839,
p. 12), an opinion recentlyconfirmed

by Harrison(1997, pp. 112-113). On
both the originalblock and cast, a
lower leg and lower left knee, as well as
tracesof a right heel, can be clearly
seen. I thank Evelyn Harrisonfor
discussingwith me these aspectsof the
frieze.
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